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collected or roceived by them, with- in New Mexico,
lost their
Washington, Feb. 21. The House
having
constituency,
on
account of doubt on this very ques- to New Mexico and enjoy the benefits has
(55,000. are still retained in the bill
passed the legislation along to out regard to the origin of the tax checks, amounting from $2,00 to $3.00 this afternoon voted for two new batof a fine climate after they have the Senate. At first there, were well or license. It Is
although a light has been made on tion.
perfectly clear that In euch case, applied for duplicate tleships by a vote of 139 to 114; the
Eatancla
Case Up.
them.
amassed a little fortune.
defined rumors that the Senate would the treasurers are entitled to a com checks and asked Territorial Secre- Hobson amendment for three battleMcFie
M. J. Nagel, who was in Washingheard
this
Judge
arguments
'You have undoubtedly the ernat refuse to act this session, but this was mission upon the
proceeds of taxes tary Nathan Jaffa to cancel the origi- ships waa lost 161 to 9.
ton on forestry matters, has returned morning In the case of B. B. Freilingerest climate in North or South Ameri- - Immediately followed
Today, the Secretary received
by Intimations, generally, and this would include the nals.
that vs. tne village or Eatancia. A mo- ca," said Mr. Hewitt, "and more peo that In many quarters were regarded special road tax of 5 mills, which Is a long opinion from Washington say
home, with the assurance
FIRST AERIAL FLIGHT
statehood will be New Maxico's by tion was made by the village for the pie In the ' middle ' west and east ns a threat, that President Taft would provided for in section 3 of
chapter ing that such duplicate checks could
IN THE ORIENT.
dismissal of the temporary injunction should know about it."
March 4.
not hesitate to call an extra session 119 of the laws of 1909, were it not not be Issued unless an indemnity
Manila, Feb. 21. Manila's annual
President Taft, Chairman E. L. enjoining the village from Interfering
of Congress unless the Senate voted for the prohibition In tha next Bectton bond for $100 was flled'in each cos?,
Hamilton, Senator Beverldge and ,Dcl-egat- e with Mr. FreHinger's saloon business, noon for Raton to hear the case off upon the treaty. President Taft has against any officer receiving "any signed by two sureties and accompa carnival opened today. Thousands
came from the provinces and as usual
W. H. Andrews are receiving the latter having refused to pay the Hart vs. Gutlorrez et al Involving the never
"gotten as busy" on any meas compensation for the receipt, handling nied by duly witnessed and certified
scores of telegrams from newspaper license levied by the municipality right to the water of a certain stream. ure as on this, and he has gone forth or disbursement of said funds," which affidavits of loss. In most cases, the there are many visitors from Japan
busand
China. The most novel feature
Attorney 'Fred H. Ayers represented Judge Roberts is disqualified from sit- to the country, and Is sending mem- appears to include the proceeds of the claimants rather than go through all
publishers and officials as well as
denying the the village and Frank F. Jennings the ting in this case which may last three bers of his cabinet to arouse public special levy of 5 mills as well as the this red tape, will bear their loss, was the first aeroplane flight In the
inessmen, Indignantly
New
Its
made
four
In
or
against
Mexico,
which fifteen wit- support. The prophets In the capital money derived from the forest re-- which however, may prevent the clos Orldnt.
plaintiff.
charges
Bud Mars is sailing 011 a
days and
Goas to Raton,
nesses for each side will likely an- people and representatives by a few
serves. I cannot therefore, believe ing of accounts at Washington for' Baldwin biplane. The exhibition ex
fanatical temperance workers.
Judge McFie will leave this after pear.
cited the keenest interest.
that the treasurers are entitled to ( vearB.
(Continue- - on Page Five.)
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FOUR MORMON SENATORS.
WHAT IS NEWSf
THE UNIVER8ITY.
MURBjER WILL OUT.
be encouraged in the effective enforce'
THE FORT SUMNER DISTRICT.
"What Is Truth?" Pontius Pilate
Too few of tha people of New
Fault is ffind with Attorney Gen
With be accuracy characteristic of
ment of the law. Hunting and fishing A striking twenty-fou- r
page pampl
eral Frank Av. Clancy and the New Mexico are aware of the strides for- asked in his day and found no one the muck rakers, Alfred Henry Lewis
llcenaea pay for the upkeep of that
let, beautifully illustrated, ot the Fort Mexican
of New to answer him. Almost as difficult is In
making public at this ward that tbe University
department, bo that It le not a drain
the latest Issue ot the Cosmopoliis
dumner district, Guadalupe county,
"InopportJie" time, the statistics of Mejxlco Is making under President the answer to "What Is News?" from
,
upon the taxpayer!.
Informs the reading pubat hand, and might well serve as a murders Airosecuted in the district E. McQueen Gray, Unfortunately, the the editor's and from the newspaper's tan, gravely
lic that Arizona and New Mexico will
the University does not advertise sufcourts
Mexico during
New
news
even
ft
It
the
Fe
Santa
model
a
for
though
standpoint,
pamphlet
DIFFERENT METHODS OF ADVERCOMfive years. At first glance, these ficiently, ft should have a standing and the truth are not always as close send four Mormon Senators to WashNEW MEXICAN PRINTING
TISING.
Is sensibly written and sets forth the past
PANY.
statistics seem to be unfavorable to announcement In every dally paper neighbors as they should be, Collier's ington and thus will help tbe MorTbe department stores have made advantages of the district without the New Mexico, especially tbe fact, that ot the Territory. It would not be
is wrestling with the question Just mon hierarchy to conquer the United
the greatest aucceai of advertising customary exaggeration of Immigra- In more than one-haof the cases, the beneath its dignity to set forth sys- now and the Arizona Republican States. Nothing more absurd or far
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
prices. For the average mercantile tion literature. The man who reads It murderer escaped punishment and in tematically, graphically , Insistently,
can be Imagined, but the asEditor ant. President.
takes it up as follows leaving it ans- fetched
establishment, that Is still the best
sertion of a muckraker Is made the
the
FRANK P. 8TUR0ES,
cases, the punishment the tact, that New Mexico youth wered only by Inference:
method of interesting the buying pub- Is apt to be convinced that in tbe oftenremaining
theories. The nabasis for
seemed pitiably Inadequate in may obtain a classical education at
"What Is News?" is one of the ture of the argument
lic, and especially the women, who Fort Sumner district, a man with view of the horrible crime of deprivfrom
such
that It is not necesare tha shoppers and who like to fig modest capital, and determination to ing a fellow creature of his life. But Albuquerque;
to
the
newspaper
can
questions
well
relating
be Imagined. As
as a preliminary to scholastic
premises
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Is a
ure on bargains. But there is also persevere, will eventually gather a it must be remembered, that condi- sary
Collier's
business
which
Weekly
of
Mexico
New
does
matter
fact,
success to go to distant universities,
r,
Secretary-Treasurean tions In that
another method of successful adver- - competency besides establishing
In not have a thousand Mormon voters;
respect are but the aver- that the ambitious student may drink trying to Illuminate In a series of
'
--e-s
Using. That is if you have but one ar- - attractive home. The brief historical age ot conditions elsewhere. In New as deep of the Pierian spring on Uni- tereBtlng articles.
It Is a question there art thousands of people In the
tile to sell, or one feature to Im review is interesting and says:
York City, for instance, last year, versity Hill In the Duke City as he which every news editor knows Is not Territory, who do not even know that
Bntered as Second Class Matter at
press on the public. Saya tbe St. Louis "This land was first taken from the more than 450 murders were commit- can at Ann Arbor, or at Boulder, or easy to answer, although the average tbe Mormons have a few small settleSanta Fe Postofnce,
States
United
tbe
Times:
public domain by
ted while tha electrocutions at Sing at Cambridge. True, there is some reador ot newspapers would doubtless ments in San Juan county, a settle"Direct advertising of a specific ar- government In 1S53 and set aside as Sing were so few as to be counted thing In a university's reputation, but tblnk otherwise.
ment at Ramah In McKlnley county
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
these
a
In
reservation.
early
military
on the ten fingers of tbe band. Three much ot that reputation is upon last
.IB ticle for sale at a fixed price on a
t
In a general sense, any story Is having less than 300 people, and a
..I, h. .rrl..
to
haul
all
supwas
It
days
necessary
In the Espanola valley.
J"
76 tfven day undoubtedly ha. great value
hundred murders therefore In New analysis, the result
of , advertising.
month by carrier
event few families
of
r
eller &nd the buyer, but plies from tbe Missouri river and the Mexico in five years, reveal no more Statistics have bean published to "news" If it tells of a current
Tha entire Mormon population
mall
month,
by
The New
In a way to Interest readers.
Daily per
need of a location, where provisions
amn
Mexico, men, women and chilof law than exists else- show that if a Harvard or Yale gra100 thar sr. warn
disregard
mall
months,
three
Daily '
advertiser, who hammer away or could be secured at .ow cost was Im where, but nevertheless, grand Juries, duate has a greater chance to suc- relative "news value" of the sundry dren, does not reach 2,500, and not
8.50
... months, by by
rnsll
.
perative. Tbe war department pre- district attorneys and Judges, although cess in life, he doesn't take advan- stories which come into a newspaper one of them has ever served la the
7.00,
w
Tear, by mail
this valley and
office is something which can not be territorial legislature, or in any terri"For example, there seem to be no empted 12,000 acres in
they should temper Justice with mer- tage of It, for In proportion to stud
J
Weekly, per month
established. The Na- cy In most other
was
Sumner
Ft
guessed at fairly well by the trained torial office. They are of no conseshould
be
smaller
have
50
respects,
the
universities
the
for
the
ents,
bargain day
Douglas, for
Weekly." per quarter
And of the stories quence In politics and are Inoffensive
vajo Indians had been giving the au unremitting and stern in tbe prosecu- furnished more great and successful news editor.
ur
meu
pnn thorities a great deal ot trouble about tion and
vesi, nuj uiuer ui luo
WeekTy Six month, by mall
which come by telegraph the stories citizens who are making an honest
offend
of
those
men
the
1.00
universities
have
for
the
then
punishment
or
the
Price
Royal
shoes,
big
wnitl'' ner year
this time and it was determined to
it Is a certain fact livelihood by farming. Says the Costhe deadly weapons act, and an A. B. from Bowdoln Is as from a distance
The'weekly New Mexican . Review Baking Powder, for Gorham's silver segregate them on the reservation ing aalnst
those conditions which breed g0od equipment for life as an A. B. that their Importance depends in a mopolitan quoting an imaginary
or
against
waicnes.
Me
inese
arucies
New
is
jaccsru
U the
if possible, make useful citizens
of
murder, and especially, against thatifr0ra Yale. In fact, the smaller unl- large measure upon the locality
and many hundreds of others have and,
ko It Is sent to every postofflce In come
of the nomads. Eight thousand mem one crime for which there can be no
A given event is of "The Mormon church grows
of Indi- their origin.
to be known by the process of
j verslttes
offer
and
opportunities
a
larg-and
ha
the Territory
bers of this tribe were moved Into restitution to the victim, the crime
vldual attention from the faculty that much greater importance In the esti
stronger, not weaker. Politic
nralnr circulation anions the Intel--i Stoenu imunciij, ncma uii uj worm. the valley and the work of making of murder. Even
though the publica does not exist in classes that run Into mation of ,the American public If it ally, it holds Utah In the black hol
have In 'the Old Town,' now
"We
the
ot
people
and
Orwas begun.
progressive
Ugent
etc.,
canals,
ditches,
ot
un
be
instead
York
of
New
in
these
takes
tion
statistics
may
low of its hand. As a balance of powan
the hundreds. Says tbe Albuquerque
place
playing at the Olympic theater,
Southwest.
chards and vineyards were set out
to Morning Journal
a hamlet in Arizona, for example.
er it controls, for what purposes it
pleasant, may compel autborittes
example of whajt general publicity
in
were
corn
and gardens
put
arouse themselves out of reveries and
will do, when Mrs. Stone (Allene Cra- wheat,
The Dorothy Arnold case furnishes has In view, Nevada, Colorado, Idaho,
the Uni
at
"That
Btudent
the
body
was
an
ere
If
oasis
and
as
by magic
yet, both Attor- versity of New Mexico Is rapidly be- an Illustration in
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1911.
Wyoming, Arizona, and New
ter) lay. that some one of her ac- ated that became famous all through
point. Miss Arnold Montana,
and the New
ney General
quaintance devotes much time t o the
more cosmopolitan; that the disappeared from her home In New Mexico. Aside from these,. It Is of
coming
For Mexican are InClancy
western wilderness.
great
in- both
the same position as
reading Laura Jean Libbey. Every ten
grade of work is steadily rising; that York several weeks ago, and fruitless convincing political weight
years all went well, then came the
body knows Laura Jean Libbey, who Civil War. Tbe soldiers were needed he who said:
the number of resident students 1b efforts to find her have been made. Oregon and Washington. No party,
Writes for the Times. Miss Libbey
whether (Republican or Democratic,
"I am in the place where I am de increasing rapidly and that better The news of her
elsewhere; tbe Indians wanted to go manded of
dlsappearnce and would defy or offend the Mormon ln- has been the beneficiary ot what is back
conscience to speak the facilities on the campus are fast befilled
to their bunting grounds and
NEW MEXICO AS GAME RESORT.
to
have
her
of
the
find
attempts
known as general publicity, the dayfluence ,n anjr o theBe itate
the beautiful valley, with its fields of truth, and therefore tbe truth I speak. coming absolutely necessary, will be VU1UUIUB ill luu payers nujuii uuuci- - (
is after-da- y
The Roswell Register-Tribunkind of advertising.
Some
some of the most interesting features take
"Take the Senate, of which body
its fruits and flowers passed In Impugn it who so list"
of
the
news
the
grain,
day.
Mextoa
the
New
print
It
when
else
says
that
'The
Old
in
Town' alludes
right
body
of the forthcoming annual report of Public
I'm, a member: For what It wants,
to tbe possession of cattle companies
been
case
in
has
the
Interest
Coca-Colto
would
trout
a.
Just
he
allude
ican's recent article on the
the president, Dr. Edward McQueen sustained for
J
ilUlt"UM wtuiM ALL CAN CONTRIBUTE.
They bad no special needs tor the
,
weeks,
Ana JBl, If
whnn IHmni nml IMati
Btreams tributary to Santa Fe, was to water or coffee, thus showln? crops and no interest in developing a
Miss Arnold had disappeared from a M
The Bureau of Immigration haB es Gray.
the value ot publicity.
again
pick their senators, the Mor
"The report, among other things,
commu-- farming community, so the canals,
splendid advertisement for the capital
,
Not long ago we saw an adver ditches and laterals were neglected sayed into a new field of advertising will show that the student body now home in some remote rural
United
the
sections
in
The
city.
nijty, the news of the event would will get their brand on four more.'
Stataa whnt-- finhinr nnri huntinsr are tisement seeking to develop the fact and allowed to fill up, the life giving that Is being successfully employed Includes men and women from nine- have received small
In
the pa"'Limited purposes?' What do you
.r. .till pnnirlerhlo In number.1 tnat Kodak was not general term waters were shut oft and the wilder by cities like Spokane, San Antonio, teen states and territories, the outside pers of the country, space
and In any case
but they are circumscribed In area 'or all snapshot cameras. Hero we ness crowded In to reclaim its own. In Texas, Colorado Springs, and even registration being nearly 32 per cent would have been dismissed within a mean, I asked.
ne example of the value of a short time all was changed. Where Boston and New York. That la the as against 9 per cent in the academic
"
this: The Mormons are, as
and difficult of access. In most 1
or two as of no further Interest a 'Why,
Fifteen New Mexico day
church, most modest at present.
stances they are located under skies Publicity. Continuous advertising has before there had been broad fields of Bending of "news-feature- "
to year 1908-190letters
to
the
public.
Kaa
Public ripening grain, proliflcly bearing or five hundred nanora thmuehout
All they ask is that the church be
that are generally cloudy and fre- (he counties are now representee., siuojmlnd
Another factor In determining the let alone. They recall with horror the
covering practically all small chards and vineyards, and highly culents
Guadalupe, San Juan, Union
These
quently weeping and none of them
at
Intervals.
country
frequent
offer quite the climatic and other at--! cameras, whereas there are many oth- tivated gardens, half wild longhorn letters, on account of their news and anu uurry counties naving euroueu "news value" of an event Is the Edmunds act, which, during the eightractions that make New Mexico an ers that may be just as good. Direct steers grazed, and nothing remained feature values, will be nrlnted free of lnl8 year. The out Bide states and 'prominence" of the people who fig ties, was as a forest fire to polygamy
but not halt but the ruins ot the ditches, the paAnd "prominence" ' and polygamlsts, burning all that were
especially attractive resort for those advertising is valuable,
charge. Every newspaper at frequent territories represented are: Arizona, ure In the story.
who like to fish or hunt The tent as interesting as general publicity rade grounds, a few adobe buildings intervals experiences a dearth of news California, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, is largely gauged In the public mind overtaken by it Statehood, by put- the
from
psychological
aspect,
and a single apricot tree to lend mute during which such articles are wel Iowa, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mis- by "wealth." The yellow press, while tInK thelr own punishment Into their
tory Is doing its share in fostering the
of the
evidence of lta former glory."
game and fishing resources
come "fillers." They do not adver- sissippi, Missouri, New. Jersey, New finding its circulation mainly among own bands, removed the menace of
AND
RUSSIA
CHINA.
commonwealth and especially under
tise the district furnishing them di- York, Ohio, Oregon , Pennsylvania, Deonle of limited means and limited tne Edmunds Act, broke its teeth and
Tex education, has shown a good under 'Baved
The war between Russia and China
Mormon with too many
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable everyBOY 8C0UTS AND
rectly, but Indirectly, and often tbe the Phllllpplnes, South Dakota,
thing is being done to protect game that seems Inevitable, will be the
has greater as and Virginia. This Increase in standing of the wants of its clientele. wlves- - Now tha Gentiles threaten
MANUAL TRAINING. Indirect advertisement
Tha U. 8. unique spectacle of two big nations
and to stock streams.
value than the direct advertisement. representation from other parts of It Invariably "plays up" all news thera, wlth an amendment to the naPresident Taft has been chosen
Forest Service is helping and with in a conflict for which neither la pretaking the bUSi- nf woallh "onal Constitution,
It takes labor andV newspaper ability the country means a rapid broaden
lat.
thaf
tnrl.
from the state courts and
more than ten million acres in na- pared. Russia Is still exhausted from honorary President and Theodore to prepare articles that will prove ac- ing of the scops of the work of this The
yellow editors have learned that nea8, aay
tional forests. New Mexico will havs Its war with Japan which ended so Roosevelt honorary vice president of ceptable, but fortunately, the Bureau institution and a wr.der knowledge of the further removed
" ..... .. T. A".
readers are
(heir
,
splendid game preserves for all time disastrously for the former, while the American Boy Scouts, thus giv- of Immigration has as its secretary, a the university over the country.
from
association
with
"millionaires,"
to come, providing game Is protect- China is only awakening from a sleep ing the prestige of their name to a brilliant and energetic you?g Journal
'The standard of the work has ri the more
'
possible amendment which tbe iMor,
they like to read about mons fear. Against such a chance,
ed, and streams are stocked. One of of centuries. In fact, that awakening worthy organization that has already ist, H. B. Hening, and It Is certain sen greatly. The ninth high school millionaires."
a
It
Is
Therefore,
scneahowever, the church, as I tell you,
the immediate needs is a fish hatch Is a.tlll an nnrnrtlfl unit Ipthfirrin that enlisted half a million boys In Amer- that ho will micneii in rottino- mnra grade has Deen cut out ot tne
wiu be cut out thlB standing rule with that class of news controls a dozen senators. With Ariica and that Is spreading like wild- advertising for New Mexico by thls!ule and the
ery or two, and one of these ought to Iomfl doubt Jt
papera to "feature" every story that zona and New Mexico admitted. It
be located in the Santa Fe canon, peThe awakening of China Is a myth, fire because it meets a distinct need method than could be had otherwise year, stuaents unaer tne eieveum relates to a man or woman of means,
will count on sixteen a full sixth of
cho1 work now
culiarly adapted to the purposes and according to Professor
of S18 of hln
A. of the day. In New Mexico, the move- by the expenditure of thousands
Edward
and day by day one sees In their the Senate! It will control, too, tbe
convenient because ot the three rail- Ross of
ment has taken a strong hold and dollars. It Is a plan that a live cham-- ! amounting to less than 6 per cent,
of
Wisconsin.
the
University
roads that center? here and the fact
TT
"In 1908 strictly colleglat students headlines some reference to this "mil- delegations ot those eight states in
wmld
and Santa Fe has the honor of having had her of rnmmorfB In Hnnt
"China, with false Tellance,
And in the House.- Also, were an anti-poly- that the Great Scenic Highway would
It had
nairi oAnrotnrr nit at the school were a third of the lionaire" or that "heiress."
more fear than respect of Wes the first authorized Boy Scout organi adnnt If
with
fairness It must be said that It Is gamy amendment to the constitution
pass It Says the Denver Times this
zation. At Albuquerque, the metrop It is also a plan to which every person enrollment; now they are in the all
is
tern
not
situations,
progressing
not the readers of the yellow papers submitted to tbe states, the Mormons
week, showing what Colorado is docan contribute, by sending to Mr. majority. This mean that the
with the rapidity that is generally be olis, tbe organization is most am
ing in that line:
raPdIy loslng lts ,wad" alone who like to read of thj doings could politically protect themselves
at Albuquerque, live material Ter8lty
bitious and is already planning a manwho
said
the
has
lieved,"
satspeaker,
a
of folks who have money.
Miss Ar In those eight I've named.'"
Enough hunting and fishing to
ual training department tor tbe boys, about the Industrial Development ot dIlnS clothes and entering upon
isfy the desires of fireside nlmroda for penetrated the Interior of the myster- If the idea can be carried out it will Santa Fe and surroundings,
PrPer university field of work. The nold's father Is a man of some wealth,
brief,
of the low grade work therefore, the story ot her disappear
many months can be found between ious country to within 200 miles of be
TOO MANY KILLINGS.
but it is to be feared crisp Items In which the . news , inter-- , elimination means
an older class of ance gained added "value" as news. In the
Aat
the dull green sover of the thirty- - Tibet Neither this generation nor that excellent,
naturally
movement
nr.jin.tM
the
with
i,j
'
past five years in the Fourth
Bchool.
the
seven page report Just issued by the next will see the vaunted progress too burdening
students
ot
at
no
course, there is
nccosfol roo.iito
Intrinsically,
Judicial District, according to the remany features will cause It to ration nrolectR.
I
increased
rapattendance
has
"The
Thomas J. Holland, fish and game that has been attributed to itne Chireason
of
anv
the
kind nf rrnn. .n imnnrt.nf
great mass newspawhy
wane on account ot Its own weight with
the academic year. At per readers should not be as much in port of District Cterk John Joerna, e
durln
commissioner of Colorado. The sol- nese, Professor Ross declares.
of
tbe courts took cognizance of thirty-ninOne
that mining discovery, a new industry. ln)d,y
iteasona
the
.
"China is not seeking inspiration
emn friendliness of the hills, the
wo
terested
in
regiouuuuu
related
Beginning
in any way to;lne
learning of the disappear
murder cases and In but two Intown hasn't a Young Men's short, anything
be- the
less
than
sound of splashing trout, the terror from the West" Professor Rosa as every
year
nearly
Horoinnmon
the
of
thirty
ance
some
rmnnrcM.
from
.n,i
poor working girl
stances was the extreme penalty
ot fleeing deer and the call of moun- - serted. "Among other things, its Christian Association is that such an rrowth nf Now Mori
ia H.airahip ifore; a difference due chiefly to the her home as they are reading about meted out to the
assassins. Ten othless were
tain birds are embodied in the pages great area precludes immediate west- - organization has become too expen and the more of such material Is sent fact that twenty-sevethe Arnold case.
Why they are not ers were sent to the penitentiary. The
mItted tothe loweBt grade' and also so much Interested is one of the Inof the official statement, for Mr. Hoi- - ernization. It is impossible that mod- sive for the average town, means too
1
Santa
in
the
propor-Fe,
twenty-sevegreater
other
murders, evident
01 nauiey Dneiico
land Is a worshiper of nature. While ern ideal can permeate so vast a ter much of a burden for the few who tion to other places Is the advertis-- 10 lne
soluble problems which
confront ly, were unavenged. Whether there
must bear in any community the bur
I one of the maln
ms report gratifies tne appetite ot ritory In a short time.
buildings, which dis- - news editors.
that
Santa
will
Fe
receive.
ing
cases
were
of
which no cogniz
any
den of movements ot this kind. As
fireside huntsmen, it should only wnet
aster, n was iearea, wuum genuum?
As already indicated, a curious fac- ance was taken, ot course, cannot be
I
long they will continue to expand
.In
science
courses,
the
the desire of active sportsmen. Hunt
spite
cripple
UNPUNI8HED MURDER.
tor which enters into the valuation stated, but the statistics available are
are carried on simply, without rami
The fourteen mllllnn rothnllr. In ' oi ail mis, nowever, we rogisuuuuu
ing and fishing are things in which
Something like three hundred mur
to say the least, and still
.
fications, without great expense, so tha TTnitaH a,in
is now only ten less than last year. of news Is the compass point of ori startling,
all residents of Colorado should be ders occurred in New Mexico
further emphasize the
during
nth.lwith a much larger number in the gin. For some strange reason, news of
interested, as these pastimes can be tbe past five years and not one half long they will continue to expand In- and a cnhelv
that
people of New Mexico, in that
.
to the towns and villages ot the coun er
nlnD.,1 TTr1 thA fllat- tlmA
-- ""VB"
- -- from the east is always read with no the
made to attract large numbers of per of the
enureses iacK, ana tnis organiza-- : AnllairA
killings were avenged, while In
lyncbings have taken place for
In wealthy cities, they can have tion is therefore the
endance at. the be- - greater avidity than news from the
the
on
record
sons from other states every year.
try.
those cases where the murderer was
greatest single
.. west, A paper' published at Kansas many years. In Grant county, in one
"The game commissioner of the
magnificent homes, maintain large religious power in the nation. The """
week, recently, there were six violent
punished, the sentence imposed was schools and
state of Maine," says Mr, Holland, in
but
in
the
It. nmenda fnr chnrttnhm larger than it was at any time dur- City, for example, would order from
charities,
vast
amount
of
three quarters
None ot these, could come
the cases not smaller towns
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tween $18,000,000 and $20,000,000; tooth for a tooth doctrine, but when there tbe success will depend generalwith 127,700 Catholics, and in!verslty of New Mexico is less than Possibly an explanation in part is as it may, violent killings are growthat the licensed guides of that state it comes to murder, there is no mid- ly upon one or a few men of tact and proportion to population, it is one of 26. as compared with over $350 at found in the fact that immigration is
ing far too frequent in New Mexico,
uu
earned during last year the princely dle ground, there the law still ought enthusiasm, who unselfishly
Bcuivurai wiitB
always to the west and never to the
if not the strongest lUB
give the strongest,
of them by grand Juries
sum of $567,000 In wages; that no in to do vengeance, lor almost every their time and means so that' some Catholic commonwealth in the Unit $650 per capita at the University of east, and that people "t the west- investigations
are too lax and prosecutions by disdustry in the state equaled her game other crime there Is a possibility of one else's boys might grow up to be ed States. Tbe membership of Pro- Arizona, while In the University of ern states are Interested. In knowing trict
attorneys In some instances not
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and fish, outranking in Importance tbe compensation as the world measures the
"old
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happens
right kind ot men. For this rea- testant churches in New Mexico does
sufficiently vigorous. Behind
products of her cotton, woolen and compensation, but for murder there son, every one else should help in not reach one half of 100,000 and it Is student is said to be close to $750 home" more than they are In the Is the inefficiency of the old it all,
Jury sys"The flourishing condition of the events that take
pulp mills. Thus it can be seen that can be none, tha victim Is beyond the such manner and
place In the stranger tem and a code of legal practice that
by such means as split into a dozen or more denominaIt is a business proposition to effec- pale ot restitution.
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order that wanton destruction there Mexico, the past five years, there AN UNFAVORABLE
with each other. Political economists prominence and usefulness
to the west. The man to escape punishment.
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papers
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SITUATION.
standard of work are a source
of may be prohibited and a substantial should have been at least two hun
bmne is true ot Chlcasc), St. Loi'ls.
One hears the complaint occasion of late have pointed to the great higher
of pride not only to Albuquerque but
increase gained thereby. Not only do dred hangings, and long penitentiary
The advance guard of the new era
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Whereas, tbe papers declares that every child has the
The report Is good advertising and Denver
state by this means spend their mon pardon for the others. If that had cannot produce sufficient to feed the towns hardly large enough to support
well-borand
disshould bs set ot each of these utles are seldom right to be
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many of them become investors and day the stigma upon the commonthe conscience, arguments of political
season, New Mexico's agricultural
In the leading papers east ot the place of publication, they sary, without the parent the former
permanent citizens."
economy do not go far. As all church- vertising space
wealth ot one murder for every thouproducts last year were valued at $00
of the Southwest It would pay the severally circulate for a thousand can only be reached by legislation
Mr, Holland writes that the people sand inhabitants
every five years. 000,000, or ten times as much as the es work for the comon good, they all
that will not permit any Immoral man
to do so and would hasten miles westerly.
generally underestimate the Import As to the
and Immediate production of all its mines, including deserve support and encouragement Territory
Still another factor In determining or woman, any one tainted with inthe day when the University of New
ance of game and fish as a resource. cause of proximate
most of the murders, it is the Its coal mines.
habMexico would assume a high rank the value of news Is the provincial curable disease or intemperate
"Those who do not believe in protec- detestable
Every once in a while,
habit of carrying
The assessed valuation ot Roswell among the state Institutions of the ism of the east.
the press tells Instances of success
tion of game through sentiment, cerThe people of the its to be married. Drastic, it is true,
which In Itself should receive tbe
Is
San1b
for
$1,485,908 against $054,000
by individual farmers which eclipse
eastern seaboard, especially, don't care but It
coming and will usher in the
country.
tainly must appreciate the value there
In
case. the
every
of from a financial standpoint," says highest penalty
to hear anything from the west ex period when such drastic laws will
production ot farms elsewhere. ta Fe. Roswell collects in direct
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Indirect
"booze,"
Among
taxes
causes,
Santa
Fe
less
than
One territorial grand Jury recently cept stories which indicate that the not be necssary for the protection of
Mr. Holland.
Last Friday, for example, three farm$32,689.98,
For many years Mr.
Holland has been a protectionist, and looms prominently and It is astonish ers at Dexter, Chaves county, loaded $10,000. Those who complain that scored Justices of the peace for per west Is wild and wholly. As the late the humane race and the nation.
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ing
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a
belief
not
the
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that tbe things
large po mlttlng trivial cases to be carried to Senator Wolcott of Colorado once witexpresses
26,000 pounds of
potatoes for
Senator Philander C. Knox, In his
required most at this time are an im- In saloons or right after one of the Amarlllo, Texas, and will ship sever lice force, does not have all the ad the district court at great expense to tily said, "The only interest the east
partial enforcement of tbe game laws, participants have left a saloon, or at al cars more, having raised 12,000 vantages that a city government im- the county, while in another county, takes In the west Is the Interest on maBterly addrrss at Chicago, this
tbe protection ot fish by screening balles" . at which strong liquor pounds to the acre on a tract ot forty plies should ponder the fact, that San- the grand Jury scored Justice of the western mortgages."
week, thoroughly explained the phil
the intake of canals and ditches and flows, or when one or the other party acres.
ta Fe's property owners are asked peace for not sending criminal cases
osophy and tha practical untility of
the discouragement of steam pollu- was intoxicated. Knowing the causes,
the proposed reciprocity arrangement
as much to the district court and for permitThe peculiar phase of tbe situation to contribute only one-thirThe
United States supreme court with Canada. It Is true
tion. Thousands of fleh are destroyed a physician would say, tbe remedy Is that while New Mexico ships out to the city's expense as do those of ting the offenders to escape with light
he talked
every year. They are carried out ol should be easy to apply, but unfortu- large quantities of agricultural pro the city of Roswell, a municipality of punishment or under too small a bond. today rendered a decision In the case above the head of the mere politiIs
often
of
of
the
the
The
and
the
Justice
peace
Munsey publications
the main streams Into irrigation ditch nately, tbe punishment and preven ducts, tt ships In the same kind of pro about the same size and the same
cians but Philander C. Knox Is a
placed at a disadvantage, for In most Monon railroad routes deciding defi statesman and not a ward heeler.
es, and when the water Is shut off tion ot crime, are not yet on tha sci- ducts from the distance. The unfav wealth.
cases he Is compelled to permit an nitely that advertising cannot be acthe fish die. Mr. Holland says if entific basis that medicine and other orable distribution of railroads and
screens were placed on the mouths of sciences are. Truly, the blood of the
appeal to the district court, and wheth cepted in pay for Interstate transpor- On t.nn nf thA riYnn In tha nftna r,t
freight rates have much to do with
ditches the fish will be saved.
Delegate W. H. Andrews has found er a case is trivial or not Is often tatlon. While in most cases, the!Fork
Innocent victims cries to heaven for this. The San Juan and Pecos valleys,
come8 the announcement
that
the solution for (the statehood situa- a matter for individual Judgment. To newspapers acquiesced in the
The full protection of game and the vengeance, and their blood Is upon for
ruling this is the time of the seventeen year
Instance, both great agricultural tion
the Introduction of his Joint the litigant or sufferer from crime no that such was the Intent ot the law,
by
widespread stocking of streams are us all.
districts that alone could supply the resolution
locust and that locust pie, locust soup,
providing for the approval case seems too trivial and to the the Munsey publications sought to locust
things that can be brought about only
entire Southwest with all tbe agricul- of the constitution
dessert are even better than
by Congress. If average lawyer no case is unimportof those living in The most absurd story of the muck- - tural
by the
ot
ComInterstate
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that
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phase
fricassee.
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they need, must on be can secure action between now and ant that presents opportunity for colTruly, no
the game and fish districts. It is not rakers thus far is the tale that J. accountproducts
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to go hungry those days of
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at
their principal
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cheapness.
tion will be favorable, and will lead
of Colorado to have venison In their Pierpont Morgan
cision has been against payment of
tend to buy up all the magazines and ver, and even as tut east as Chicago, to New Mexico's admission to state ' The scenes are
homes most of the year. Such men
being shifted and advertising with "railroad
for
lone
The
all
the
Las
passes,
Santa
while
newspapers.
Emperors,
Fe,
Vegas, Raton, hood without delay. It would mean the stage set for the approval of the
representative from the
are in favor of a closed Beacon for
means that railroads
must pay state of New Mexico will represent
others. Until farmers take pride in princes, autooratlc rulers, all in their Albuquerque and even El Paso ship a general election In June, a special New Mexico constitution in an even It
to stifle the press by one In products tha'. those two vail ys
session of the legislature In Septem- more spectacular eleventh hour res- cash and that editors and publishers more constituents than the congress
protecting fish screens will not be day, sought
means or other, but none ever suc
ber, the election ot two U. S. Sena cue act, then marked the passage of are In pocket traveling expenses they man from any other district In the
placed at the Intakes of irrigation
tors by October ant New Mexico's the enabling act or the Albuquerque would otherwise disburse In making TTnltail SUntAa enri vat atatAa. IIVa
Game and fish protection ceeded and J. P. has too much bustditches.
But use of passes for which they really New York, complain of the Inequality
must be the concern) of all, and the nesg en!ie to attempt . In these days Every knock is a boost for state participation in the presidential elec-- federal building appropriation.
naa no neea.
ot representation at Washington.
hood Just at present.
.
tion next year.
,
,
It's risky business.
neap paper and cheap Ink,
fish and game commissioner should
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who left were expelled. What sym
avans, passed by the Handles, over sage of Don Diego de Vargas are not primitive people were comparatively
and across the present site of the given, but we know that he was at the safe from the raids of the maraud
pathy there may be for the mutineers
OF
ENTS
SEEKS FACTS
commercial metropolis of the coming Morro on the eighth of November and ing Apache and Navajo.
has not expressed Itself In any such
The pre
state of New Mexico.
the first of December, 1692, as appears servation of these monuments and
strong terms.
In their marches to the Wist for the from hlB journal, the original of which archaeological remains, In a proper
at Military
Conditions Satisfactory
THE PIONEERS subjugation and pacification of
is found in the archives of Santa Fe manner, should appeal not only to the
Institute.
Acomas, Zunls, MoqulB, and Navajos, (see Autos de Guerra de la Primers people of New Mexico but to every
Things have been quiet and every
the Spanish and Mexican soldlars, led Campana. fols. 166 and 206). "Here citizen of the United States.
The
thing running smoothly at the MillNew Mexico' Great Military tary Institute for two or three days. Inscription Rock on the Road b thelr alIant oernon and cap-- served General Don Diego de Vargai, Morro la one of the most striking snd Rhode Island Librarian Asks
to conquer Santa Fe, for the royal picturesque objects of historical and
cadets were exAbout thirty-thre- e
School Has Quelled Mufor Data on Crime in
vaiciicm
pi0 rjrande. approximately followed crown, New Mexico, by his own cost, archaeological Interest In the United
pelled and the total number remain
N
tlie route now constituting the located In the year 1692."
Is about 100.
States.
have been
There are many others of
These
ing
New Mexico
County
tiny Spirit
The Spanish names and dates of the equal interest and Importance. Some
line oi iae awhibuu, xuijcka a eania
doing good work for the past two
Fe Railway west of Albuquerque. Al eighteenth century are quite numer means should be devised by which
days? While the expelled cadets were
g
vandals BUILDING HOUSE
ong these trails and routes are many ous, among the rest an Inscription the bands of
EXPELLED in town the officers bad to annul the
FOB QUAIL
UNQESIRABLESJE
places of note in the history of the showing the visit of the Bishop of may be kept off these monuments and
praotlce of giving permits to come
In
Mexico
to
the
Not the least of these is Durango
New
year relics of the past.
The recovery of
down town on Saturday and Sunday
country,
all objects buried In the debris of Governor
Firm Discipline of Faculty and and to even up for the loss of these Colonel R. E. Twitchell Makes " celebrated Morro or Inscription 1737.
of Texas Will Be
remade
who
to the cadets who
many these prehistoric vintages should be
Mr, Frank Cushlng,
usual
Rock,
of
Plea
for
Preservation
Send Wolsey
Atked
To
Regents Restore Complete imaln privileges
lived
with
to
Valencia
western
he
the rock, having
In the school, a dancing party
Situate in
county, visits
Thoy should
pre
accomplished.
Landmarks.
Back Here.
Order.
!
south of the line of the Santa Fe, in the Zunls for years, bas said that served either in the ruins excavated,
was given Saturday night. There was
the Zunl country, stands El Morro, he discovered among the Inscriptions in proper relation to the surround
a large crowd in attendance and the
of the evening was splendid, (By R. E, Twltchell In Santa Fe Em For miles around, rising from the the name of Francisco Sanches Cham-UBcad- ings in which they were originally
The district clerks of New Mexico
(From Roswell Dally Record.)
' spirit
The follpwlng article covering the There was quite a number from town
Chamuscado, with his eight used, or be placed In the museum at are busy compiling statistics on tha
ployes' Magazine.)
plain abruptly, are low tablelands,
The pioneer pathways of New Mexi their crests blackened by basaltic out soldiers, undoubtedly visited Zunl in Santa Fe, where they may be studied crime of murder committed In New
All report that it was one
history of the recent unpleasantness present.
Every crops. . On every side loom great red 1580, and It is quite possible that he and compared, and those having a Mexico
among the cadets at the Military In- of the most successful and altogether co are replete will) Interest.
during the past five years.
stitute and the preaent situation and enjoyable parties ever given at the In- mile marks a monument in the his and white sandstone buttes, of many may have passed hy Inscription Rock definite educational value should be
data
is being gathered at the re- record
.This
brushon
some
his
the
benefit
made
of
walls
on
were
withNo
stone
the
and
the
exhibition
of
for
statements
fantastic
the
Pent up feelings
tory
stitute.
presenting
plsced
oountry.
shapes,
.effect, la lasued upon the
of
the
of
out
not
date.
of
There
facades
the
will
its
student
the
no
of
the
and
attorney general who bas
without
Its
result
EgypBy
and
the general
presence,
heavy
giving
quest
of Col. James W. Wlllaon, superintend- ed away
public.
appearance
place
story;'
El Morro, a quad U an Inscription 0. 1580 with the preservation I do not mean to convey been asked to give statistics to the
ent of the school, with bis approval no doubt be beneficial. For the same legend; no trail without its tradition tian architecture.
There is no the idea of restoration.
some of the days of the Conqulsta-dore- rangular mass of sandstone, pearly name Pedro Romero.
The doml-- state librarian of Rhode Island. It
and gives the view taken officially of reason that the dance was given, the
Pedro nant idea should be the preserva ion
some of the Franciscan fathers, white in the noonday sun, rising over documentary evldenoe that
the whole matter although It Is not battalion was given a barbecue today,
reform
hat certan
Romero was one of Chamuscado's as a ruin and not as a re.toratio.
Barbecued others of Spanish, Mexican of Ameri three hundred feet from the plain,
issued as an official communication.
out near the Institute.
worker, are aMi0U, t0 get out book
After a siege of a week's trouble mutton was the feature of the feast can rule, and intimately interwoven a strinklng natural monument owing soldiers, but the date is authentic according to the Ideas of some poorly
,howlng the number o murder ca,et
the authorities of the New Mexico The expelled boys are gradually with the pioneer life of the country. to Its massive character and the and there seems to be no reason to Informed arrchaeologlcal enthusiast in every state and territory and
The wide sweep of verdure-claor Egyptian style of its massive domes doubt it
he was one of the party or crank, whose work might prove to something about tbe penalties inflict
Military Institute report that every leaving for their homes, every train
About taking from two to a halt dozen. They barren landscape, the ruggsd buttes and buttresses, wrought by erosion of that came to New Mexico from Nueva be erroneous. The state should have ed.
thing la ulet this morning.
exclusive control of all work of this
half of the dismissed cadets have are leaving as soon as they can get and
chains of towering wind and rain.
BiBcaya In 1580.
Assistant Attorney General Clancy
The study of history can find no evi kind.
blue mountains or snowy ranges, the
gotten out of town, re.ievlng the offi the money from their parents.
Skirting this stupendous mass, on
stated that all of the reports have not
ruins of ancient habitations on the its northern side, the visitors arrive dence that Coronadoln 1540, ever
cers of what fears they may have had
Csdet Under Arrest Is Dismissed
The material development of New yet been received but that of the first
Colonel Wlllson'i
from that aource.
The cadet who was placed under ar topa of lofty mesas, the old army posts at its eastern terminus, where it is passed by the Rock. He took a more Mexico has only begun. In this de- Judicial district has been sent in by
office haa been besieged day and rest Saturday pending an Investiga
It is possible that velopment her people should not be District Clerk Edward Safford. This
Spanish, American or Mexican
possible to ascend a low mound lying southerly route.
Coming to the top of Antonio de Espejo, when he returned unmindful of the educational value report Bhows that from January 1,
night by parents of expelled boys. tion of the buying of gasoline at the the haciendas, the villages of the j at Its baBe.
But Just as he went slow about ex North Hill urocery on the night of Pueblos, each is a treasure-hous- e
of this slight elevation and approaching from Zuni to the Rio Grande, passed of her treasure-house- s
of archaeolo 1905, to January 1, 1910, there were
the vertical face, we find some of the by It. In 1598, when Juan de Onate gical remains.
In all her broad ex 42 cases of murder in the district By
pelling them, so is ha slow about re- the fire at the Military Institute was legend and tradition.
Seated within the shadows of the inscriptions carved in the solid bun was In the West, he camped very near panse of territory, there is no spot Spanish speaking persons, 27; by
instating them. While 30 boys had dismissed without a hearing Saturday
'
When General Simpson without some memory. Indeed, New English speaking citizens, 14, and by
to leave the school, the authorities, night, the evidence falling to show up portals of the Alvarado, in reflective dreda of them, beautifully wrought, the Morro.
as well as the remaining cadets feel against blm.
As a Navajo Indian 1. - A study of this
mood, the tourist sojourning the while mostly In Spanish, some In Latin, all visited the Rock he found a fine spring Mexico Is a land of memories!
In Albuquerque recalls the stories of of them very ancient, one having been of water at the end of the south wall, Father Ryan said, so may we say of report shows that eight of these 42
sure that no innocent cadet has had
ROBERT M. HARDINGE
events marking the historic Import chiseled in the stone in 1C05.
Othar but the spring no longer appears at New Mexico: "A land without ruins were found not guilty; three of murto suffer.
no Is a land without memories! A land der In the second degree; dropped or
De Vargas found
GOES TO 8EATTLE ance of the locality.
and petrogly- - the surface.
On the 12th of January the cadets
beautiful inscriptions
The lofty Sandlas, rising from the phs are found on the south side of the spring, only water In a tank, for In his without memories is a land without nollled by prosecution, seven; cases
broke into the magaiine of the Roswell Hardware Co.. north of the Promotion Comes to Former U. S. plain, painted in tints of amethyst rock.
Journal, "Autos de Guerra," in his de- liberty! A land that wears a laurel pending, nine; found guilty of murder
Weather Bureau Observer In
and lavender by the rays of the setWherever the inscriptions are found scription of the Morro, he says: "Que crown may be fair to see, but twine in the first degree and sentenced to
school grounds, and got three kegs of
99 years in the penitentiary,
nine;
Santa Fa.
Dowder, which they kept burled In dif
ting sun, stand guard over the val- the rock Is of plain surface and In es un penol muy grande y dilatado a a few cypress leaves around the brow
sentences of 60 years In the penitenferent placea, taking powder from
ley of the Rib Grande. So near they position vertical.
They are generally cuyo pie ay un cancavo a manera de of any land, and, be that land beautl- for 10 years, four; for five
Grand Junction, seem the
eye can measure the no higher from the base than the unanaranja y en el se recoxen las less and bleak, It becomes lovely In Its tiary, one;
thpn kens from time to time and (From Daily Sentinel,
one and for one year, one.
Colorado.)
shadows of the canyon walls. Those height of an ordinary man. It would agua Uobedizas." It Is possible that consecrated coronet of sorrow and years,
blowing up cans in the bath room, at
in
Some of those who have studied
Robert M. Hardlnge, observer
a cost of all the neighboring windows.
crags and peaks have looked down not be possible here to give reproduc the Indians may have purposely ob wins the sympathy of the heart and the statistics thus tar obtainable have
charge of the Orand Junction office
Crowns of roses fade! declared however that New Mexico
Finally on January 18th, the , first of the weather bureau, has received upon three hundred years of story. tlons of the great number of inscript literated the surface traceB of the history!
captain-generaTwo of the plates giv-- the spring.
class took a hand in the matter and
governor, ex ions.
Crowns endure! Calvaries and cruci- will not show such a wave of crime
and preliminary or Every Franciscan
This they did, transportation
decided to atop it.
Between EI Morro and the OJob del fixes take deepest hold upon human- as some of the eastern states.
monk, trapper, reader some idea of their character
plorer,
of
marine
to
agent
relieve the
ders
ano
when
Mex
soldier or settler in New
until lnnt Sunday night,
and workmanship.
Pescado, where the Rio Zunl rises, ex- ity! The triumphs of Might are' tranthe bureau in Seattle, Washington, trader,
Notaries.
ther charge went off. , Guards were and at once takes charge of that of- ico during more than three centuries
Diego de Vargas, whose name ap tends a bleak and waterless plain. sient, they pass away and arg forJaffa appointed
Acting Governor
of
the
InThe Zunl mountains, densely pine- - gotten! The sufferings of Right are Charles E. Rlppey of Flora Vista, San
again put on, and a meeting
fice. This news was received by Mr. of time has passed those mighty gra pears In the plate showing the
the
time
this
But
first clasB called.
scription made In 1692, was captain- clad, sweep from the southeast to the graven deepest on the chronicles of Juan county, and Simon Blbo of Grant,
Hardlnge yesterday and tomorrow he nite walls.
On the south rise black nations!
Here marched Hernando Alvarado general and governor of New Mexico northwest.
class was divided, 18 out'of 23, not will probably receive orders stating
Valencia county, notaries public.
soldter-fiiar,
in
active
part
at that time. He is known in his volcanic cones, with extinct craters. 'Yes! Give me a land where the ruins Pedro '. Salazar, of Chamlta, Rio
the exact day upon which he will in company with the
being willing to take
was
Genthat
of
the
advance guard
In the west, low bills, clad in tha
leave. . The news of his departure will Juan de Padllla,
tory as the "reconqulstador."
Arriba county, and Noel B. Pond of
quelling disturbances, saying
are spread
Here pas- - eral Jun Fees Hurtado, whose name somber green of scrubby Juniper and
Charge alter be received in Grand Junction with Coronado's army, In 1540.
the teacher's affairs.
on the Clovls, Curry county.
And the living tread light
until
Mr.
De
off,
The
Har
sed the great explorer himself, coming also appears, was an officer under
the dwarf cedars, close the view.
great regret for in this city
charge of powder waB put
Building Quail House.
hearts of the dead.
B
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
dlnge will leave a host of sincere by way of Tutahaco (the modern Is- Vargas and was afterwards governor OJos del Pescado lie in the western
Thursday just before a couple of
blest
Give
me
Is
Yes!
land
a
that
by
re
the
wishers.
well
and
friends
Gable is hard at work on the conclassmen were caught moving
hills, and in tie very gateway whers
leta), a little later followed by the of New Mexico.
the dust
The charge of the office of marine army on its march to Tlguex (near
struction of a bouBe for tbe New Mex
are they come to the surface stand the
maining keg to another place of hi
the
Inscriptions
SpanlBh
Today
From these hoys it was agent in Seattle will, however, be a Bernalillo) to occupy its winter quar in the minority, the modern names polygonal ruins called by the Zunls And bright with the deeds of the Ico quail who will arrive here shortly
ding.
for Mr. Hardlnge ters In a pueblo whose Inhabitants
downtrodden just!
These are pre
and then be shipped to New York as
gathered thatia plot has been mada to distinct promotion
been added in profusion, and Heshota Tzlnan."
years in the were massacred burned at the stake having
blow up an officer s room wnue ne who has spent twenty-sihishistoric, and excavations yield parti Yes! Give me a land that has legend exchanges for the Bob Whites who are
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ments to the enabling act are proba- 1,165,577 tons per mile, whereas the ment must be along the lines of least
For a week now, the police force of
gether, and so they content them- ern Mexico Is to be dreaded even more
of second track has only In resistance and must be carefully
"Horse racing without betting It selves In their malice to put off tho than the rebel sharpshooters." The New York, large as lt is, has been
ble In any event before statehood is mileage
executed.
creased from 17 to 639. Approxi- planned and consistently
federals still have a good deal to unable to cope with the Black Hand
the sportB day as long as possible.
impracticable," declare
finally accomplished for this territory,
mately tbe same conditions are said It is one of the reasons why the com- and In consequence horse racing will
learn about their own country or they desperadoes who are
and pending the enactment of this ad- to
scattering dynaon all of the transcontinental
mercial bodies of the city should get have to
exist
underfed mite bombs andnot sond thinly-clad-,
go and 'has gone In Califorditional legislation New Mexico will lines.
The proposition that all commercial would Into Chihuahua to
committing other
together and plan for the future. Talk
soldiers
fight with outrages. It is but another result of
New York and other progressive
nia,
have to wait."
Scouts,
social
clubs,
Boy
bodies,
and boosting is important, but lt la states
the wide-opewhose people believe that should be housed ln one modern, ade- tho hardy and tough mountaineers.
policy, the fruit of the
The blizzard struck the east today attll more Important to back up
the same class as lar- quate building ln Santa Fe, bos logic
in
Is
Bowing of years, for the gangs that
UNU8ED CAPITAL.
gambling
.
actualities.
and even tbe aunny south Is receiv- claims with
so
Clark
has
repeatedly
Champ
of
infest lower New York, have their rerobbery. and economy ln its favor. Ba It callceny, and merely a form
The greatest brake on prosperity ing a blanket of snow. There Is this
The common geezer is being con- ed Y. M. C. A Board of Trade build- demonstrated to the publlo that his cruiting places and their rendezvous
is tbe unused wealth that Is being difference, however. Tho storm was
Being a candidate for office, com
a
htm
clown
make
would
good
talents
In the low divee and saloons that
any ing or any otber name, lt would be a
kept in stockings by timid people a great blessing in the arid west; in plained one politician, is much like vinced more and more that
olrcus, that lt Is the Tammany government tolerates
or accumulated in any ten strike to make lt a reality, and In a three-ringeWho fear' panics and do not trust the east it Is unwelcome and
dis being in love with a pretty girl. The money secured
to listen to some people talk 'and Uoensea.
Unfortunately, the inThe "un- agreeable. Still, It Is better than the thing goes by favor and not by merit other way than by honest Industry, the businessmen of Santa Fe should funny
banks with their money.
candi nocent must suiter more than the '
g
lntelll- - have gumption enough to make lt a ing of him as a presidential
used", talent of the Bible parable was earthquakes and the intense cold that Yet, the man who gets the prize, is Dubllo service or
"
date.
guilty.
reality this year.
gence, Is ttolen.
representative of unused capital, en- - are reported by today's cables from not always the winner

ergy, ability or Instruments.
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ANDREWS IS STILL HOPEFUL.

chiefly in connection
ing population.

with the

float-

genes; nor tor the Pantheists, so far, permits himself hers to be the victim death; let your readers, it tbey wish, ANOTHER CASE OF b6oZE
at least, as be reveals his mind. In of a figure of speech. We use sym- study such a work as Maher's
AND A SIX SHOOTER.
'Psy
The names improperly enumerated
fact, I cannot place M. Edison. I do bolic language when we speak of tbs chology, beginning at the beginning
In the various cities and districts connot know any school that would 'aggregate intelligence' of a communi- and working
slowly up to tbe end. It Deplorable Tragedy at Las Cruees
nave not yet figured out what' will cerned may be roughly 'grouped under
olalm blm. All I can be sure of is that ty. The community shows Its Intelli li a moat able book and very satisfyExcused By Fact That Both
happen, but It la recognized that the the following classes:
he dogmatizes on his own account"
la
gence only through individuals; it
ing, in my Judgment; and very inter
Principals Wtr Drunk.
probably
administration hai at last gotten into Purely fictitious names,
Eminence will kindly point made up of Individuals of different de- esting as well. Those who persevere
"Your
comparatively few.
a Las Cruees dispatch to the
this
of
some
out
instances
of
of
different
Says
to
and
and
dogmato
grees
lighting clothea,
tbe end may be saved by philosothe fact Persons who were residents of the
intelligence,
owing
often contradictory ideas, principles phy; but happily, as St, Ambrose said Albuquerque Morning Journal:
that no one seems to desire an extra city, but who did not reside In the Prince of Catholic Church tism?"
"Evidences adduced today at tbe
Mr, Edison could more than fifteen hundred years ago,
The and sentiments.
"Certslnly, with pleasure.
session the odds are in favor of ac enumeration district in which ficti
Refutes Edison's Infidel
most striking is his fundamental as-- hardly choose a less happy compari- - It did not please Ood to save the preliminary hearing of Mounted Potion of some kind by the Senate. tiously reported and who were al
liceman Fred Hlgglns who shot and
. Arguments
sertlon that cells have Intelligence, son. What does he think happens world by loglo or philosophy.
Nor
enumerated at their true
Some of the newspapers have attempt- ready
killed Jailer
Lopez, in
Mr. Edison does not prove this; be when an Idea enters the mind? Do would It have pleased
man.
The dicated that Tranqulllno
both men were Intoxicated to tell what that body Is going to Persons formerly residents of the
does not try to prove It; he asserts It, all the little brain cells begin to de- world was never governed by philoso
ed
that
and
the Jailer tried to take
AFTER
DEATH over and over again, and perbapa bate It? Are some of the little brain phy; It has never wanted to be, and
do about the matter, but all publica- city, but who had permanently left It, THERE'S LIFE
aome simple people will believe It Is cells audacious Insurgents, and others It never will be, Christianity knows HigglriB' gun away from him previous
tions that forecast any definite ac- or who, in some cases, had died;
to the firing of the fatal shot. Deci?
tion may be put down as simple guess names In such cases having been at
true. 'Proof, proof!' he says. "That Immovable
Has each the nature of man: It has a far deeper
has been reserved until tomorworic.
times taken from old directories or Arguments of Great 'Inventor Is what I bavs always been after.' Intelligent little brain cell an opinion wisdom than was ever dreamed of sion
row at' nine o'clock In the morning,
from pay rolls of employers.
And he claims to 'accept no scientific of lta own? How does all this Intel In tbe philosophies
Panama Canal.
of the
Are Nothing New in World
great but it Is believed Hlgglns will be disColonel George W. Qoethala, chief
Persons who had never had a par
fact without the final proof.'
un- thinkers."
Now, lectual activity go on absolutely
missed. Over two hundred people atHistory.
engineer of the Panama canal, has manent residence in the city and were
who ever proved the existence of an known to us? How do the brain cells
The Cardinal rose, as If to conclude tended tbe hearing. Ten witnesses
been in the capital tor the purpose of not there at the time of the enumeraIntelligent cell? There la not a scin- manage finally to reach an harmoni the Interview. "One thing I am glad were examined. Relnhart Candelarla
telling senators, congressmen
and tion, but who previously, at one time (Special Interview Granted to Edward tilla of proof, not the beginning of a ous conclusion, so harmonious that a of," be said, "la that Mr, Edison rec- testified that both men were drunk.
others about the Panama canal, and or another, had been temporarily pres
Marshall for the March Number of proof for such an assertion. Assump- political
t
seems like war in ognizes the existence of a Supreme Lem Moore said on the stand that
he occupied the hall of the House of ent in the city.
.
the Columbian Magazine.)
tion, mere baseless assumption," the comparison?
Intelligence. To me, the whole world Hlgglns told Relnhnrt that he was an
Persona temporarily present in the
one evening, giving
Representatives
Cardinal Gibbons' aversion to con- Cardinal said, with a wave of the
No, If the brain cells have intelli testifies this; and I cannot under officer and showed his badge."
official Washington a first-clas- s
pic- city on the census day "(April 15), but troversy Is very well known; it was hand.
'
The crime Is described as follows:
gence, no scientist has ever discov- stand how any man today can con
ture show and descriptive lecture. He whose usual place of abode was else
"Shot through the body with a 45
"I will read you another of his as ered the fact.
We know nothing, ceive of this world as the result of
reluctantly, in view of the wide pub- predicts the completion of the canal where,
llclty given to Mr. Edison's touching sertions; 'A man's Intelligence is the then, about Intelligent cells; but we blind forces. How many, how varied caliber bullet from a Colt's pistol,
by January 1, 1915. On that date he Persons perhaps having no usual
religion, that the he consented to re- aggregate Intelligence of the innumer- do know, that s man has an intelligent bow Intricate are n laws of nature; Tranqulllno Lopes, guard at the Dona
aid, the canal would be in charge place of abode and who were not prea- celve us
comment upon the utter able cells which form him Just as mind or soul. We dj not distinguish yet how harmoniously all work to Ana county Jail, lived from 10:30
of a force of trained men prepared to ent In the city on the census day, but ances of and
the great Inventor.
night until 6.25
the Intelllgettceiof a community is i between mind and soul In the way Mr. gether, snd what marvelous results o'clock Saturday
some
In
at
Immense
the
time
locks and its only
manipulate
subsequent
When we were ushered Into his the aggregate intelligence- of tbe men Edison does, in his nnphllosophlcal they produce! ' Mr. Edison sees Su- o'clock Sunday morning, when he
other mechanical devices, with small some cases several weeks after , the
study, we found the venerable prelate and women who lnha!)ltilt,i If you cut terminology; the mind Is the soul in preme Intelligence directing the fo passed away, attended by bis son and
chance of accidents or delay. Col. census day.
busy at hit desk. Active, alert, vlg-- . your hand. it'bleede. ' l.en you lose Its intellectual operations.' The mind matlon of tbe human ear, Here his the Catholic priest, at the guard's
, Qoethal's confidence In assuring his Unauthorized Assistance of Enumsraorous, he shows few traces of age; cells, and that Is quii nu It a city lost la on and knows Itself to be one. testimony is of great value, because room In the JalL
tors.
i
j audience that the connecting link be- The starting of the affair was tri
In a considerable
of yet he is how completing fifty years Inhabitants through eouiu tremendous Memory proves this. I remember the he speaks on a subject which he has
proportion
iween we Atlantic ana racino oceans
"
Cllvll War. The little brain cells tbat studied directly. It is good to see vial, tbe ending tragic.
would be in operation on schedule cities In which overcounting
took
"Lambert Rbeinhart and Manuel
had these eaily experiences have that ha cannot conceive of blind evo
time aroused Washlngtontans to en- place, it was due largely to the unIn tbe
thusiasm. - The engineer prefaced his authorized activity of private indi
passed away, physiology tells us; but lution as accounting for it, nor for Candelarla, while celebrating
Blue Ribbon saloon on Saturday eveI remain the same individual
predictions with the statement that viduals In collecting names and turn
through other wonders of nature. Mechanism
all these changing years. Nothing Is alone, he says, cannot explain this ning, became more boisterous and
only breaks or the caving In of cuts ing them over to the enumerators. In
clearer to me than my own individu world; only Supreme Intelligence noisier than the law Judges to be be
might delay the work. Colonel Goe other words, many enumerators pel
fitting to the peace, and they were
thai refrained from discussing the mltted Information obtained by pri
ality; and the principle of that is could produce It, rule it and bring It
placed under arrest by Fred Hlgglns,
vate individuals and Judgment exerwhat we call the soul.
Mr. Edison to its perfection. There is one point a
proposed fortification of the canal.
special member of the New Mexico
cised by private individuals as to the
Bailey on Lorlmer.
speaks of his 'Investigations' into the I can hardly understand. Mr. Edison mounted police. Tbe officer conduct
Senator Bailey, of Texas, always claim of persons to enumeration to
soul; he seems to have looked for it admits a Supreme Intelligence with ed tbe offenders to the county Jail to
draws a crowd, as be Is regarded as be substituted for information secur- with a microscope. St. Paul was a the will and the power to direct the turn them over to the Jailer for sate
one of the best orators and one of 'cd and Judgment exercised by them-thtruer philosopher; for what man forces of nature. Philosophers, I be- keeping. According to the eye wit
selves.
These
strongest men In debate, In the
private Individuals,
knoweth he thinks of a man, save the lieve, would call such a Being a per nesses to tbe affair, when they arSenate. He spoke before the Senate ' subject to no responsibility, usually
e
rived at the Jail door, Rhelnhart callspirit of man that Is In bim? It is son; yet Mr. Edison refuses to
in defense of Senator Lorlmer's title entirely ignorant of the census rules
only by searching Into our conscious
in a personal God, without tell- ed to the Jailer to look out for himto his seat ' The speech by the Texas as to parsons entitled to enumeration,
ness that the nature of mind or sou! ing us what bs means by 'person.' I self, as they had a man there with a
Senator had been anticipated as the and often actuated by the Illegitimate
can be discovered."
trust he does not, with some, consider gun in his hand. This was the officer.
principal one to be delivered In sup- desire to pad the returns, could not,
"Your Eminence, how would you tbat a 'personal God' is a sort of mag The Jail door was opened and Lope
port of the report of the Senate com- of course, properly do the work of
prove that the soul endures after nlfled man, with a vague, magnified at once grabbed Ranger Hlgglns
mittee on privileges and elections, enumeration
death?"
Like many others today, he around the waist and started to disbody.
which cleared the Illinois Senator.
In a number of cities' committees
"Practically? For the vast majori- fears to use the term 'personal God, arm him, when tbe gnn was dischargNearly every Senator was in his seat were constituted by boards of trade
ty of people? By revealed religion. although his ideas and observations ed, the bullet striking the guard in
and the galleries were crowded, with or other commercial organizations, or
Let a man study earnestly the life of should lead him to believe in Htm, Is the groin, passing through
many standing in the corridors wait- were otherwise formed, to assist In
and lodging just under the skin to
Jesus
Christ; let him try to form a that adorable Being with Supreme infor
No
admission.
matter what the census. The nominal purpose in
ing
the right of the basSspf the spine. The
inof
world
Hid
His
work,
and
complete
tbe
conception
be
action
of
directing
or
the
telligence,
the Senate,
may
all cases was merely to make sure
let dependent of It This idea is the only Jailer then assisted the wounded
teachings and His Personality;
the opinion throughout the country re that tbe enumeration was complete,
him not, like so many nowadays Mr. on In harmony with right reason; guard and, together they got Hlgglns'
garding the Lorlmer matter, the Tex and In Borne Instances the activities
and locked him up before
out and It has long ruled the minds of tbe gun awaythat he was an officer."
Edison
them pick
among
an's speech must be regarded as one of these committees were actually
learning
one or two doctrines and refuse to lis- world's greatest philosophers.
It
of the features of the present session helpful to the census. In some Inten to the rest; let him not imagine would be a disastrous day, Indeed,
of Congress.
stances, however, even where the pur
MYSTERIOU8
SHOOTING
that he knows so thoroughly the laws for our country and for civilization,
Magazines Fight.
pose and the methods of these com
OCCURS NEAR MOGOLLON.
- Magazine
of the universe and the power of God not to speak of religion, if this idea'
publishers have been put mittees were legitimate, the result
,
as to be In a position to scout the idea ever began to lose its hold on the
ting up a strong fight against the was an overcount of the population,
When
Victim, Although Conscious
of miracles. Then be will see that minds of the people."
proposition to increase the one cent and in other cases the purpose and
a pound postal rate on second class methods of at least Individual
Found, Refuses to Divulge Name
Christ's lite, His works, His doctrines,
memof His Assailant.
mall matter, which Is calculated to bers of committees and those emHis Personality, are divine. Nothing DEATH OF TH0MA8 REED'S
be brought about by a higher charge ployed by them were
A very mysterious shooting occurred
IN HOUSE.
short, of that explains Him. All other
conspicuously Il
SUCCESSOR
upon the advertising pages. The ar legitimate and fraudulent.
at Mogollon, Socorro county, tbe vicexplanations are as changing, as passgument of the publishers has been
It was a strong temptation to an
ing as the flguret in a kaleidoscope, Representative Amos Allen of Maine tim being James Vlckrey, who conthat they are already paying a fair enumerator to add such names to his
ducts a butcher shop in Mogollon.
Each decade swarms with them, one
Succumbs to Pneumonia at
price and that the Increased charge schedules, both for financial reasons
went to his slaughter house,
another and all in turn deD. C.
Vlckrey
devouring
Washington,
would in many cases place revenue- ana in order to make the
whieh. Is located about two and a
voured by new explanations. Only in
population
20.
D.
Feb.
RepreWashington,
C,
paying properties in a position where 0 his city appear as large as posst- tbe full Catholic doctrine about Christ sentative Amos Allen of Maine, died half miles from Mogollon on the Sil
the deficit would be so great as to ble. By entering a name without in
CARDINAL GIBBONS.
can the restless " mind and heart of of pneumonia ithis morning. He was ver
road, and near the
them
of
business.
out
"iiui.n vestigation', tie could, In the work of
force
l Mtrch Columbia)
c
man find satisfaction; but the heart elected to the House in 1899 to fill the Confidence mill, to do some work.
'
the
Census.
Padding
a single minute, ncur the compen
' '
of many," the venerable Cardinal said vacancy caused by tbe resignation of The hide Inspector was with Vlckrey
Washington, D. C, Feb. 22. A con- sation provided, usually 21-- 2
or 3
sadly, "Is rebellious to the truth; and Speaker Reed. The new congression about nine o'clock but went away and
siderable part of the annual report cents per name, while It might re- of ministry, of hard, unceasing labor accident'"
,
do not wish to have their mind al directory gives the following auto a little later a boy who had accompad
for 1909-1- 0 which Census Director
to
be
"Is
The
Cardinal paused.
it true tbey
quire many minutes or even an hour end great achievement, i period
nied him left him there and came
has transmitted to Secretary Na-ga- l or more to investigate the claim of a fittingly marked this year by the cel- that Mr. Edison assumed the respon controlled by the teaching of Christ biographical data.
The boy returnChrist brings to humanity the
Amos Lawrence Allen, Republican, back to Mogollon.
of the department of commerce person to enumeration, with the pos- ebration of the Golden Jubilee of his sibility for thia interview?"
He Now,
certainty of eternal life. He proved of Alfred, was born in Waterloo, York ed to tbe slaughter house about three
and labor is devoted to the subjects sible result of finding that be should
a
was
He
us
was
He
with
assured
so.
this
seemed
greeted
priesthood.
It by His own resurrection;
and if county, Me., March 17, 1837; attend o'clock and found Vlckrey
suffering j
of overcounting, or "padding," and
not. be counted.
In a few cages spe- kindly courtesy that made us feel Im very puzzled.
for ed the common school, and entered from two bullet wounds both in bis
the population; of several cial agents connived with enumeraany one thinks the evidence
at
home.
mediately
"Of course, Mr, .Edison does not Christ's resurrection Is
I
the
above
distance
a
ask
breast
short
left
between
WhiteBtown,
Whltestown Seminary,
deliberate conspiracies
weak,
pri- tors In fraud, or even instructed them
Your Eminence has read Mr. Edi mean what he Bays; That would be him to study and think deeply over N.
The wounded man was tavate individuals and local special to commit it.
Y, in 1853, and the sophomore nipple.
son's Interview?" we suggested.
impossible. If my hand bleeds, then, the fifteenth chapter of First Corin- class of Bowdoin College In 1857, gra- ken to Mogollon and was given medi-- "
agents and enumerators to Inflate cenIt appears, the director
concludes,
to bis theory, I lose part of thians. No sane
sus returns; of tbe desirability of a clearly desirable at tbe next census
He was conscious at
Carefully, very carefully," he re according
scholar, remember, duating In 1860; studied law at Al cal attention.
If I lose my hand, denies that we have here the testi fred, and attended tbe Columbian Law the time but for some reason or
federal law prohibiting the unofficial that the law should explicitly prohib- plied, with deliberation. "And I re my Intelligence.
then I lose more Intelligence! and.
circulation of printed slips containing it the
Washington, D. C; was ad another known only to himself reprinting and circulation by pri- gret exceedingly that he has given as one of my friends put It, an appal mony of St. Paul himself; nor that School in
census questions; and of the extent vcte persons of slips
here St. Paul Is honeBtly setting down mitted to the bar of York County in fused to divulge the name or names
the such views to the public; for I admire
containing
tne
of tbe margin of error in the Thir census questions.
Ing 08g. of mlnd would 0 wlth
tbe testimony of those who claim to 1866; served as clerk in treasury de of his assailants, and would only say
"wllL1VJ loss or a
.owmb BCUllo.
teenth Census count
leg or wnen a stout man re- - have seen our Lord after His death. partment for about three years; was that it was not an attempted suicide.
List of Overcount Cities,
mere mecnamc. i nave no fjucee
mm
as
a
of
flesh.
the A list of the several cltleB in which,
After careful Investigation
jn
If so many sane men, apostles and dis elected clerk of the courts for York That It was not suicidal was also
natfnnnn with mip.h ft view for nn mnn
three shown by tbe fact that It would have
returns and schedules by, expert as a result of
conse- - ciples of Christ, are mistaken. If they county in 1870 and
.
.
All these
remarkable
or reL,t
clerks in tbe bureau, it was found nec checking, the population, as finally de
are strictly involved In Mr. cannot believe the testimony of their times and served 12 years, until Jan- been physically Impossible for him to
t Quences
essary to correct the population fig- termined, by the census bureau, was
Both
own eyes, if such a delusion can keep uary 1, 1883; was clerk of tha Judici have Inflicted the wounds.
ures for some 23 cities of the United less than originally returned by the tal powers. He is the representative suredly, he rejects them; but that so firm a hold on so many different ary committee, House of Representa wounds are
very serious and perhaps
States, whose census returns had been enumerators Is inserted. The direc- of American Inventive genius and has only proves the striking looseness of characters for so many years and be- tives in 1883-84- , and a special exami fatal.
Vlckrey sunk Into unconinaccurately made, or "padded," eith- tor says it is impossible to assert as brought glory upon our country In his language. We theologians are come the basis of all their beliefs and ner under the pension bureau for a
is not
was member of the sciousness and his recovery
in 1884-85- :
er Intentionally or through careless- lb every one of these cities whether
year
A
t0
str,
the transforming power of their lives, Maine
'
1886-87- ;
was prl expected. The wounded man is about
in
ness or error. In no case, however, the excess in the original enumera- ;7d, ai; we.l a grat beneractor oi ness of
legislature
reasoning. One or two more then no human testimony is of any vate secretary to Sneaker Reed in 35 years of age and has been a resiwas any corection in tbe population tion was due to deliberate fraud on the race. He has been intensely de
interviews like this, and the world
then let us close our courts of the Fifty-firsFifty-fourt- h
and Fifty- dent of Mogollon and Alma section
figures made without first conducting the part of the enumerators or others voted to his pursuits; and he has would have a new Idea of 'scientific value; for no case Is
He has a
Justice,
proven by so fifth Congresses; was a delegate at for the past ten yeara.
a careful Investigation in the city
or to mlsjudgment only. It may be paid the penalty, Jubi u Darwin did,
"
No!"
It la not known
accuracy.'
many trustworthy witnesses.
self.
large from Maine tn the Republican wife and one child.
stated, however, that there Is less evi- Just as as bo many many of our great
the Cardinal said, in the tone of deep national convention at St. Louis in that Vlckrey had any enemies and
"And Mr. Edison'a real view?"
Evidences of Deliberate Conspiracy. dence of conscious fraud in the case men do.
Darwin bemoaned at the
"Mr. Edison's real view seems to est conviction, "Christ Is risen; and 1896, and member of the committee no plausible theory has been advan- '
The director states that in several of the districts in San Francisco,
end of hia life, vou know, that his In- a man's intelligence is com- His resurrection is tbe plainest' evi on resolutions; was elected to tbs ced as to who shot him. The whole
; be that
cities thfre seems to have been a deMinneapolis, Boise, Rawlins, La- tfinB devotlnn tn aP.lentlfln Invfiatlsa.
Fifty-sixtCongress, November 6, affair Is most mysterious.
liberate conspiracy between, . private ramie, Havre, Ogden, and Everett Hon had atrnnhlfid his sense of nc Wei of the combined Intelligence of dence of man's immortality."
But Your Eminence, are there no 1899, to fill the vacancy occasioned by
individuals and some of the special than in the case of most of the other try, of muslo, and I know not what; pis Oram cens. ne vxjjrtig&es uiis,
agents or t enumerators, or both, to cities. In some of the cities in which I would add, his sense of religion, for praotlcally, later In his interview proofs for those who refuse to accept the resignation of Hon. T. B. Reed; - DEATH OF DEVOUT AND
elected to the
saves
PATRIOTIC CITIZEN.
Fiftyhim
from Christianity"
this
inflate, fraudulently, the census re some .of the enumerators were i
tltn follvlnn anlclf If nrtt iilHvatAii and
Fifty-nint'
and Sixtieth Conof his for- turns. It would be Inadvisable to
Yes, plenty of them; and good eighth,
guilty of fraud, others who Will die too. So has it been with Mr. om of the "iuences
to
the
and
SixtyPedro Pena, whose death was noted
ones. They are to tip una 111 U10r gresses,
present the evidence of such conspira- overcounted the population apparentMr- - Ed'son
a man'" ln'e;
cies in any Individual case at the pres- ly did so without fraudulent intent Just as'Darwin did.
of philosophy; and they first Congress, receiving 18,887 votes, in the New Mexican this week, was a
course
ough
too
d
a
th,a'
by
to 15,615 for John C. Scates, Demo- leading Republican worker in hlB
in- can be
ent time, as only after investigation The list follows, the first column giv
eenco iB made up
really grasped only by those
h. t.tb.
He who have made such a course. Phil crat, S73 for Joseph Lafontaine, So- home precinct Galisteo, southern Sanby the department of Justice and the ing the first and the second the re
i' ,. .,v
telligence of his brain cells?
.nfl
,
and 433 for Alpheus N.
will count
ta Fe county and served more than
prosecutions
rem-iiepossible ensuing
ills vuuuu- - osophy' is perhaps the most abstruse cialist,
not a little contempt, of theology; but cillluiB lu jiuw
Prohibitionist,
35 years as precinct chairman, having
the facts be fully known.
Blons 'through the study of hard fact'; and difficult branch of knowledge; it
Arkansas:
ochas
too
one
been
tbat
he
suspects
been a life long Republican. He was
By direction of the President, the
Fort Smith
we wish he, in scientific fashion, had is the crown of a liberal education,
....
30,430
23,975
too
contemptuous
F08TER9 PURCHASE
cupied, and perhaps
born at Galisteo on April 29, 1838, hia
census bureau has already laid the California:
facts "to the world before
crown. I may say. worn by very few,
of theology, to devote much time to given his
RIO GRANDE REPUBLICAN
father having been the late Jbbus
facts thus far ascertained with reSan Francisco
his conclusion. - The facta are these
416,912
..,.420,234
are
Most
students
few.
exceedingly
acOne
behis
its
suspects that
study.
Maria Pena. His mother was Dolo
Idaho:
gard to several cases Sf "padding"
at least until Mr. Edison produces averse to philosophy, because they
Will
with
Be
almost
limited
snd
is
Will
It
it
res Lopei. He was married to Miss
Greatly Improved
fore the department of Justice, and
Boise ... ....
19,782
17,358 quaintance
new faots as yet unknown to the sci have not the
patient capacity of masto fragmentary reminiscences of serBe Staunchly Loyal to
Francises Chavez, daughter of Antoother eases will shortly be brought to Minnesota:
entific world; no one, knows
anytering it The readers of your publi
the Party.
mons heard in boyhood days."
nio Chavez y Sandoval, and Guadalupe
,
its attention,
.
Duluth
...
82,022
78,406
an
of
intel
the
existence
,i
thing about
cation are intelligent men, no doubt;
Up to the present time Indictments
"Your Eminence, then, finds him
Mr. and Mra. Orin A. Foster, who Anaya, in 1860, at Galisteo, the couple
301,408
.306,076
Minneapolis
ligent cell. No proof, not the slight but they will not oblige me to believe
or
have been brought and convictions se- Montana:
a success of the Dally Range at having celebrated their fiftieth
made
very skeptical?"
to
advanced
show
ever
has
been
est,
they are trained philosophers. Per Raton and then of tbe Clayton Citizen golden wedding anniversary last year.
cured in the case of three enumera12,428
10,031
Billings
Cardinal
smiled.
sclthe
as
cell.
So
far
a
in
"Skeptical?"
intelligence
haps not more than one person In In Union
There were born to them three chiltors in Great Falls, Mont, and indictGreat Falls
22,324
13,948 "Not In the least. In fact, he is as- - ence
county, have embarked on
knows, there Ib no more proof of five thousand or ten thousand has a
Lu Chavez, wife
ments have been secured, which are Missoula
Las Cruees, dren. They are Mrs.
'. 14,638
at
sea
of
12,869 tonishingly dogmatic. Seel" he said, the existence of
the
Journalism
in
Intelligence
one of the
now pending trial, in the case of one
phllosophio education or a truly phil
Havre
8,624 as he took the
Re of Hon. Apolonlo Chavez,
Rio
Grande
6,044
the
purchased
having
Columbian,
in
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of
brain
is
the
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than
there
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disenumerator In Seattle, WaBh., and of Oregon:
osophic mind. One might as well
loading sheepmen of southern Santa
Allen J. Papen.
from
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mat-sageto
publican
marked
several
pas-and
the
molecules
a
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In
pointed
potato
cuss algebra problems In a popular
Fe county; Mrs. Antonio Sandoval
three enumerators and one special
Portland
,..222,959 207,214
"Assertion, assertion every-Ite- r
that make up this paper. We do lecture. If Mr. Edison were a better have ordered a linotype and will in- who died last year, and a son, Tomas
agent in Fort Smith, Ark.
Utah:
vest In a power press. Then, if Las
where. Freely given to the public, know there Is a connection between
Pena.
It is not believed that the errors
philosopher, he would have realized
26,145
25,580 The
Ogden
they
proofs? He does not offer any. the brain and the mind, that the mind that. But his is an Intuitive mind, Cruees supports such a venture,
Pedro Pena had been 111 in bed for
and fraud In the present census In Washington:
will
Issue tbe Republican three-timesnot
of
a
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of
thinks
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expected
that
In
procedure
those
the Inst two months and three days,
brain,
exceeded
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previous
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any way
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a
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as preliminary
an eminent scientist. It la expected as It sees through aid of tbe nerves truth
having contracted a cold which ended
censuses; on the contrary, it 1b very .. Belllngham
(and sometimes proves them)
27,194
24,298
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of a Pope, for It is a Pope's office. to of tbe eye; but that does not prove
and brilliant blunders; but I can say the future refuse to be a shuttlecock In his death at 8 a. m. on February 19.
likely that they Were less 'extensive. . Centralla .
"8,066
..
7,311
decide and define, while he leaves it the brain thinks any more than it this without
He served twenty years ago as
Greater effort, however, was given at Everett ...
offence, 1 am sure, for I between factions but will support the
24,814
25,702
to theologians to discuss and prove, proves the nerves of the eye aee. No
school teacher, for one term as Justhe present census than at any
his genius In other lines
8,171
acknowledge
9,164
Hoqulam
j
Laa
Republican party right loyally.
tice of the peace, for two terms as
Even the Popo does not dogmatize un- more even than It would prove that
to the investigation of the corhis is not at all a pbllosophlo mind. Cruees 1b well located
Montesano
... . 8,984
2,488
for a live daily school director and as Republican pretil tile question has been discussed the, strings of a violin enjoy their No
rectness of the returns, and conseI may even say no and if
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and
talent
discovenergy,
years.
experience cinct chairman for thirty-fiv- e
for centuries and settled by the voice own music, If we do not know tbat
quently errors and frauds were
; Spokane
109,695 104,402
scientist, who had undergone the drill count for
anything, will Boon boaBt of He helped to build tha Catholic
But here is a scientist cells have dntelllgence, how can we
ered In a larger number of cases than
a university, could ever have given a
Tacoma ...
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83,748 of experts.
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successfulful
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1880,
charging a
at any preceding
Walla Walla
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19,361 who proclaims dogmas to the public; know that any combination of cells
the public such an Interview as Foster as
cent for his work as carpenter. He
publishers and editors.
In describing the general character
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to
seems
and
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Mr.
Yet,
in
this
hand.
my
Tjflsconsln.
was a devout son of the church and a
and method of overcounting or "pad
If Edison believes
it.
40,384 them because he believes-them- .
51,395
Assumption
No genius can afford to neglect
x
Superior
natriotlo citizen. A brother and a
ding" the census returns in large i Wyoming:
ho spoke as the head of a school, he again, again; the merest assumption. the patient labors of the world's JACK JOHNSON MAY
MEET 8AM LANGFORD.
siBter live at Pecos, San Miguel councltleB, Director Durand says in his
"Mr. Edison uses a comparison to great thinkers and strika out for him4,256 might refer ua to their arguments;
Rawlins
4,461
San Leandro, Cal., Feb. 22. Jack ty. The deceased served as a private
renort that it was impossible in many
but I do not know tor whom he make his Idea credible to the people. self. Mr. EdlBon, like many another
of Don ("as-pa- r
cases to distinguish clearly between I
Not for the materialists, be- He says: ' A man's Intelligence is great man, has not recognized hia lim Johnson, the heavyweight champion, in 1861, under command funeral took
Ag DEFEATS INITIATIVE
speaks.
Mr. Pena's'
said
he
Ortiz.
that
Sam
would
today
light
deliberate fraud and mlsjudgment. It i
AND pcFEpeNDuM cause be believes matter cannot ex the aggregate intelligence of the in itations. The
greatest mortals are fi- Langtord anywhere at any time after place on Tuesday of this week The
is undoubtedly very difficult in many
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 22. The senate plain all; not for the Idealists, for he numerable cells that torm him Just nite, very finite. None of us knows three months if his terms are met.
individual Instances for an enumera- '
pallbearers were Joee Ortiz y J'ino,
:
aeleateo tne initiative anu reieren- belleveB in matter; not for monists, as the intelligence of a community is everything. But I said there are phll They were guaranteed to
.
as Jose N. Gonzales, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
himself,
...j.
&
t"0 'enumeration
e reca ,1 bill, which had evidently; not for the agnostios, for 'the aggregate intelligence of the men osophio proofs for the spiritual nature well as $30,000, and an American ref- entitled
Frank Davis, John Davis and Teodo
I. Tor u n
be acknowledges a Supreme Intelll-anwomen who Inhabit it.' Surely he of th soul and its survival after eree If the fight Is tn London,
PaM1 br the house,
slo Montoya.
In his district The difficulty arises
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Personal Mention.
FEBRUARY 16, 1911.
AlbuAttorney John W. Wilson of
querque, la at the Palace hotel.
O.
B. K. Sweeney, A. 0. Larson and
C. Laoey, are Denver lalesmen at the
THURSDAY,

P&1&C0

t Barbara Tie and Pole Company
lumber mill.
George R. Allen, district traffic su
parlntendent of the Western Union
Telegraph Company was in the city
today and called at the office of the
New Mexican.
His home is in Den

James L. 8eligman. Besides the members of the olub the guests are Mrs.
Fischer and Mrs. Rolls of this city,
Mrs. Flnkblne of Dee Moines, Ia.
and Mrs. Brltton of Cleveland, Ohio.
of
E. E, Van Horn, the Inspector
the Cattle Sanitary Board, formerly
of this city, who was hurt at Vaughn,
Guadalupe county, is reported as rap
idly Improving at a hospital in Albu
querque. Van Horns forehead was
badly cut, his right ear nearly almost
torn off and his spinal column wrench
ed by a runaway horse, nocking him
down In the street
Mrs. L, Bradford Prince held a re
ception Wednesday afternoon In hon
Mrs. Wilor of her daughter-in-law-,
liam B, Prince. The affair was large
ly attended. The decorations of the
Mrs.
parlor were very attractive.
Levi A. Hughes and Miss Lucy Gryg- n
la poured tea. Among the
guests present were Dr. Frederick M, Bishop of London and Rev, Fr.
Vlllareal of Paris, France.

SCROFULA
KEREDITiaY

BLOOD POISOH

Scrofula is a disease manifested
usually by a swelling; and ulceration
of the glands, especially about the
neck. It is almost entirely hereditary
in its origin, being the dregs or re

mains of some speeilic Dioou poison.
Where the blood ia creatly weakened
with the scrofulous poison, the disease
attacks other portions oi me sysieiu
besides the glands, and then we see its
ettects in weak eyes, poorly acveiopeu
bodies, running sores and ulcers, skin
diseases, especially on the scalp, catarrhal troubles, etc. Scrofula .usually
makes its appearance in childhood,
though manhood or womanhood may
be reached before the poison pro
gresses to the stage of outward manifestation.
S.S.S. is the one real cure
for Scrofula.
It is a blood purifier
without an equal, and it cures this
destructive blood poison by removing
every trace of the infection from the
circulation. S. S. S., in addition to
22nd,
and
cleansing

of Eatanola, Is at the Palace,
Captain Welch of Avalanche, N. Y
la a sightseer at the Coronado,
Mrs. E. I. Montgomery of Dallas,
Texas, Is at the Montezuma hotel,
Mr. and Mrs. O. N. Beadoy and
son of Gallup, are visiting friends in
this city,
of
Mr. and Mrs. John W, Force
at
Rochester, N. Y., are sightseers
the Montezuma.
J. M. Archuleta, Jr., a well known
merchant of Lumberton, Rio Arriba
county, is at the Palace.
Mrs. G. F. McNltt, the court sten
to
ographer, has gone to Estancia
take testimony in a case there.
Mrs. C. M. Speaae to Marshal, 111.,
la visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
B.
Hayward of this city. Mrs. Speaae l
on her way to the Grand Canon.
Bert M. Casley, C. J. Dawe and J.
E. Sullivan, are Denverltes registered
Saturday at the Palace hotel.
W. 0. Dutton and J. E. Colton, reg
istering from Lumberton, Rio Arriba
county, are In the city on business.
J. F. Earnest, E. A. Thames and L,
H. Darby are Denver businessmen
registered at the Montezuma.
Attorneys Fred H. Ayers of Estan
cia and F. F. Jennings of Wlllard,
were la Santa Fe today on court mat
ters.
L. H. Gibson, city (agent
for the
New Mexico Central, Is 111 in bed at
the Sanitarium, with an attack of
appendicitis.
B. F. Miller of Searchlight
Neb.,
who is Interested In the project of
connecting Taos and Santa Fe by auto
line, is at the Montezuma.
B. C. Spear Is here from his lum
ber camp near Truchas, Rio Arriba
county, on business with Game and
Fish Warden, T. P. Gable.
W. F. Tucker, district superintend
ent for a well known correspondence
school, was here yesterday from Denver and will return March 1.
O. C. Watson, the well known real
estate dealer and Insurance agent
formerly a resident of Santa Fe, Is
here from Pueblo, Colo. He had
been In Taos and left for home to

CENTENARIAN WAS A
NATIVE OF TAOS COUNTY.

THIS

Ths Proof

Her Clothes Caught Fire

and She
Died In Arms of Husoand Who
Was Born at Santa Fs

IS CERTAIN

That Santa

'

Fe Rsadsrs

Cannot Deny,
What could furnish stronger eviof the efflclenoy of any remedy
than the test of timer Thousands of
people testify that Doan'a Kidney
Pills cure permanently.
Home endorsement should prove
the merit of this remedy,
isatr ago your friends and neighbors
testified to the relief they had derived
from the use of Doan's
Kidney Pills.
They now confirm their testimonials.
They say time has completed the test
Mrs. Agrlplna D. de Gonzales, 101
Garcia St, Santa Fe, N. M, says: "In
September, 1906. I procured Doan'a
Kidney Pills and used them for baok-arh- e
which had been a source of much
annoyance. In the morning when I
arose my back waa ao lame and painful that I could hardly stoop. I knew
that my trouble was due to disordered
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Doan's Kidney Pills, by the good reports I heard about them. The eon-tenof one box drove away all my
pains and I am happy to stats that my
cure has been permanent"
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's anil
take no other.
dence

Florenoe, Colo.,, Fob. 17. Mrs. Rafael Esper, 108 years old, acknowledged the oldest woman In Colorado,
died in the arms of her
husband, Francisco Esper, at the result of burns received when her clothing caught on fire from an open grate
In their home here,
The death of Mra, Esper was the
result of a mania developed during
her declining years for playing with
fire The couple have been very fee
ble and nearly blind for several years,
and Mrs, Esper'a only daily occupation haa been a brief conversation
with her husband in their native and
only tongue (Spanish) and hours of
poking the fire.
Her Screams Heard,
There waJ no one in the Esper cab
in at the foot ot North Plke'a Peak
except the aged woman when the accident occurred. Mrs. Juan Montoya
and Mrs, Julia Montoya, granddaugh
ters, who live near and have been
taking care ot the couple, heard her
screams and smothered the flaming
clothing with a blanket.
An examination by a physician
showed that no portion of Mrs. Es-perbody was unburned with the ex
ception of the soles ot her feet
Ninty-fiv- e
Descendants.
Mtb. Esper was born near Taos,
Mexico, In 1803. She was married to
Francisco Esper ot French parentage,
and a native of New Mexico, In 1820
at Santa Fe. Ten children were born,
all ot whom have passed away with
the exception of one son, 85 years old,
residing in New Mexico.
The relatives are scattered, but
there are known to be thirty grandgreat grandchilchildren, Blxty-tw- o
dren, daughters of Mrs. Julia Montoya. Last summer the aged couple
witnessed the marriage of one of
these great granddaughters.
Shortly after their marriage the Es-per- s
went to Pueblo, when that town
was a small cluster of rude huts.
Three years ago they were brought
by their relatives to Florence.
Francisco Esper alts in silent grief,
refusing to converse with anyone and
mourning the death ot the woman
ninety-on- e
who waa his wife for

of Wll-larAttorney Prank F. Jennlnga
ver.
Torrance county, li at the MonMrs. Lee Atwater and her pretty lit
tezuma.
tie
Dorothy, are visiting
P. D. Ewlng, a railroad man of Ken- Mrs.daughter,
Carl Bishop at her home on East
nedy, southern Santa Fe county, la at Palace avenue. Mrs. Atwater Is
the Palace.
Bradford cousin of Mrs. Bishop and she resides
Governor L.
Former
In Holton, Kansas.
on
ImportPrince has gone to Denver
Chief Clerk Rupert F. Asplund of
ant business.
the department of public instruction
of
A.
Denver,
Willlama
Mrs. Mary
will leave Sunday for Mobile where
was in Santa Fe today, collecting for he will attend a meeting of educators,
Spanish Supper.
the Home League Orphanage at Den- Mr, Asplund may later attend mardl
Washington's birthday, Feb.
ver.
will be the occasion of another Spangras festivities at New Orleans.
purifying the
J. H. Herzsteln, former resident of
John L. Zimmerman, the civil en ish supper to be served by the Sisblood, assists the
Santa Fe, and now a salesman travel- gineer of Las Vegas and former coun ters of Charity in the New Sanitari
stomach and di
Moning out of Albuquerque, ia at the
ty surveyor, of Santa Fe county was um. Few people realize tne enormous
gestive members
tezuma.
to
to
incurred
be
had
in the creation of
here yesterday ana leit last night lor expense which
J. B. Newell, A. B. McOaffey, W. L. his home in Las Tegas. He la en erect this beautiful building.
The
new blood cor
Trimble, 8. Schless, are businessmen gaged In making a survey of Berna debt is very large, and new and suitpuscles and other
here from Albuquerque. They are at lillo county.
able furniture for the whole first
nourishing matthe Montetuma.
of
the
and
for the circu
the
priter
many
Clarence J. Roberta and floor,
chapel
"Judge
MIbs Stella Sloan and Mrs. M. H. Mrs. Roberts will leave tomorrow for vate rooms is badly needed.
This lation. S. S. S. increases the resistive
Byrd were in Las Vegas yesterday on their home In Raton. Judge Roberts sanitarium la a credit and one of the powers of the system and by strengthVISITATION AT 8CH00L8 AT
matters appertaining to the Woman's has been here ten days hearing mat best of advertisements for the city, ening and tiuildinir up the vitality,
CERRILLOS AND GALI8TE0.
Christian Temperance Union.
ters in chambers and looking after therefore, let every one willingly help allows nature to make a perfect and
Book describing the
Mrs. Herman Boettger, mother oil other court business. He will return the cause by partaking of this Span- lasting cure.
County School Superintendent John
disease and any medical advice sent
Mrs. H. L. Ortiz, arrived last night! about
V. Conway Will Make Addresses
,
February 24 to resume this ish supper on Wednesday night. Sup- tree to an wno
write.
from Manitowoc, Wis., to visit ner work." Las Vegas
T p. m.,
to
5
from
will
served
be
per
There.
Optic.
TTTJ
Ok
SWIFT
SPECIFIC
CO.,
Atluta,
bed
with
in
been
ill
daughter who has
"Oeorge R. Alien, district traffic su and the price is fifty cents.
County School Superintendent John
'rheumatism for over seven months.
Western
of
the
Union
V. Conway will leave tomorrow mornof the great love feast were seen,
J. H. Hewitt of New York city, for- perintendent
Valentine Birthday Party.
Telegraph company, was a visitor In
ing for Cerrlllos and Gallsteo, where
The dinner consisted pf five courmerly a newspaper man and now ad Las Vegas
son
of
the
P.
on
be will address the county public
Ottls
company bull
today
Seligman,
ses and the young people certainly
vance agent for Ole Olson Company,
ceMra.
Arthur
and
schools on Tuesday and Wednesday
Seligman,
Mayor
made merry during that time as they
'
"'""
was at the Palace today. Mr. Hewitt
and made the acquaintance lebrated his thirteenth birthday an- were over two hours at the table.
.address
evenings, at Washington's
birthdhy
v
f
entertainments.
patrons of the local tele- - niversary Valentine day with a dinTuesday afternoon'
Then their young hostess led them
ccddiiirv 17 ion . of numerous
not
of
the
to
his
friends
,
ner
twelve
ffl
hlI
will
He
"ere.
this
left
Into the parlor where St. Valentine
superintendent
Inspect the
Mrs. Wm.' Tabor of Glorieta, ia reg-lP- h
His Honor, the mayor. The games were played. Under the di
pupils of the two schools at Cerrlllos,
u
nauog mr ouu.
.r-- H
night
t the Sanitarium.
Teg. conntlngroom
decorated
was
and
the
in
tastefully
will
dining
take
evening
different
rection of Mrs. Mills,
Mrs. G. H. Van Stone and children
gues
part In
J T Murray, a harness salesman Optic
we entertainment prepared by the
FEBRUARY 18,1911 for the occasion and Cupid, sb well sing contests, for which pretty prizes left on the evening train for Santa Fe
SATURDAY,
,
I. at the Palace.
as the heart he shoots with arrows,
teachers and pupils.
flnantal
J fl Snawden of the Mrs. PoweU will leave this evening was everywhere to be seen. The were given, formed part of the even to visit Mrs. Van Stone's mother who
On Wednesday afternoon he will Infor Albuquerque to visit friends for
lng's entertainment Cute little red resides In the Ancient City." Eotan-cl- a
Santa Fe is at the Montezuma.
each
'for
napkins contained favors
a day or two.
different colored
spect the pupils of the two schools at
bags filled with
Herald. Mrs. Van Stone la
Daily
F. C. Stephenson and Paul Kley
and
lit
in
of
the
hearts
shape
Gallsteo and in the evening will adhearts were distributed to the girls
Miss May McCarthy, who has been guest
guest at the Sanitarium.
are Denver salesmen at the Palace.
which
de and every time one of them said "no'
dress the parents and pupils? at their
a tew weeks in Santa Fe, tle Cupid and the cake
Therflev. A. J. Schuler. S. J., has
Mrs. R. A. Halb and Miss Halb of spending
small
stomach,
every
lights
boy's
to one of the young men they were arrived to
entertainment
left this morning for Oklahoma,
conduct the retreat of the
was also the shape of a heart a very to
Saguache, Colorado, are at the MonBefore returning home the superingive him one of the little red girls at Loretto academy.
ser
H. Q. Calkins of the forestry
Father
tezuma.
heart
large
tendent will visit the schools at Kenhearts In the bag. At the end of Schuler Is an
vice is at the Montezuma.
from
eloquent
preacher
Mrs. C. H. Patte and son, and Mrs.
The following was the menu:
the
an hour the boy having collected
nedy,
Lamy and
L. Bradford
probably Cow
Prince
Denver and as the retreat will last
N. S. Croke, of Albuquerque are at
Grape Fruit
Springs.
greater number of hearts received three days he will be here until
will be home this evening from Den
Consomme a
Salted Almonds
the Montezumai
who
succeeded
also
the girl
years.
prize;
ver.
Thursday.
Olives
Celery
Attorney Julius Staab of AlbuquerIn saving most of hers, was
REMEMBER THE NAME.
given
Mrs. John V. Conway, who has been
surveyor General March was in
Fish
que, is visiting his father A. Staab on seriously ill with the
one
of
the
NOTED DOWN 8YMPTOMS
pretty prizes.
Foley's Honey and Tar for all coughs
is much
town
he
out
grip,
has
been
over
Monday,
Salad
Cucumber
East Palace avenue.
The rugs were then taken up and, the
A8
HE DIED. and colds, for croup,
bronchitis,
improved today.
territory looking up land " that
Roast Turkey, Cranberry 8auce
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oliver of,
to the music from the sweet-tone- d
hoarseness and for racking lagripps
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Andrews of New
will be valuable for the territory to
Peas
Terre
de
Pommes
on
Split
the Mansion, dancing was take In as
Minneapolis spent yesterday here
at
No
pianola
York city are visitors registered at
Refuse subopiates.
part of the land that Is to Dr, Hannibal A. Beeaon Carefully Ob- coughs.
Fimlento and Lettuce Salad
their way to California.
Sold a. the Capital
stitutes.
Indulged In until about 11:30 when be given the territory by the govern
the Montezuma.
served Stages of Angina PecIce Cream and Cake
M. A, Rex, a business man of Tucthey all went home declaring they ment when the
William E. Turner, a well known
toris as He Succumbed.
territory becomes
Bon Bons Galore, had "the best time
son, Arizona, arrived In the city yes- hardware salesman from
ever," thanks state." Western Liberal.
Kansas
A pleasing feature of the affair to
(Roswell ReglBter Tribune.)
ot
Mills and their
Mrs.
the
efforts
TWO 8ENT TO
terday and is at the Montezuma.
General
A.
8.
of
on
the
Brookes
trade.
Adjutant
City, is calling
was the Bpeecbmaking, for Mayor
Dr. Hannibal A Beeson died at his
Frank Bruneke and Mrs. Grace
PEN FROM EL PA80.
Miss Joan Ballantyne,
a school Seligman believes in starting his son fair, young hostess, Miss Madeline Santa Fe, was here Wednesday night rooms In the Beeson
Roe-well- ,
at
building
of
Ia.,
Marshalltown.
arei teacher at
Bruneke
Mills.
and gave Company I Its regular 'yearMadrid, southern Santa Fe on this Important road, early in life
71 years
of
.flna
Mr.
pectoris,
Montezuma.
at
aged
the
A. J. Fischer, Santa Fe's popular ly Inspection. Last
sightseers
night's work was There' are many most striking Juan Martinez, charged with burgcounty, daughter of a noted Journalist All of the speakers, youthful as the)
Bruneke is a prominent real estate is at
took two flash-ligpictures to get the boys In shape for regular
a box car, was found guilty
the Montezuma.
speeches, druggist,
were, made impromptu
about the last hours of the old larizing
man and is on his west to the coast.
were
of
as
the
young people
they
by Jury at El Paso and punishment
army Inspection which occurs in April. things
Mrs. John Taggart of Monroeville, which bristled with bright and huthe
attacks
When
flrat
of
doctor.
more
W. A. Cameron, district passenger
the
two
and
seated
at
table,
assessed at two years' term in state
Sergeant Showalter of the regular
Ind., and Miss Susan M. Taggart of morous ones, too. The gamut of hu
when
were in the reception army, with headquarters
agent of the Santa Fe at El Paso, ar- Indianapolis, are Blghtseers register man knowledge was
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